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ABSTRACT
Research presented in this dissertation is focused on developing and validating a
computational framework for study of crack propagation in polycrystalline composite
ceramics capable of designing micro-architectures of phases to improve fracture toughness
and damage tolerance of ZrB2-based ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs).
A quantitative phase-field model based on the regularized formulation of Griffith’s theory
is presented for crack propagation in homogenous and heterogeneous brittle materials. This
model utilizes correction parameters in the total free energy functional and mechanical
equilibrium equation within the crack diffusive area to ensure that the maximum stress in
front of the crack tip is equal to the stress predicted by classical fracture mechanics. Also,
unlike other phase-field models, the effect of material strength on crack nucleation and
propagation was considered. The accuracy of the model is benchmarked in different ways
and the simulation results are validated against experimental results for concrete in the
form of fracture of L-shaped plates and wedge splitting tests, and for ZrB2-based laminates
and fibrous monolithic composites.
To study crack propagation in polycrystalline systems, a phase-field model for
grain growth is coupled to the proposed model for crack propagation in multi-phase
systems. Intergranular and transgranular crack propagation in ZrB2-bicrystal and
polycrystalline systems in mode-I loading are studied.
The significant advantages of the proposed model are revealed in multi-phase
systems with considerably different material properties for different phases in which the
model enables accurate predication of the crack propagation path in composites consisting
of materials with significantly different strengths.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Materials that can be used in extreme environments such as high temperature, rapid
thermal gradient, and aggressive chemical situations need to have specific properties such
as high melting point, excellent strength and thermal shock resistance, as well as relatively
good chemical stability. Such demanding requirements limit the potential materials to
ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs); these materials are typically non-oxide with
melting/decomposition temperatures in excess of 3000°C. Examples include borides,
nitrides and carbides of group IV-V metals in the periodic table [1, 2]. Diboride materials,
especially ZrB2 and HfB2, are UHTs of high interest as they have a good oxidation
resistance [3, 4] as well.
The main weaknesses of UHTCs are their brittle fracture behavior and low damage
tolerance, which have limited their applications. Cook and Gordon [5] introduced the idea
that it is possible to control crack propagation in a brittle material by considering particular
microstructural features that change the crack path. Later on, Clegg et. al. [6] showed that
by separating strong phase layers with weak interphases, a brittle composite ceramics can
fail in a non-brittle manner. This is based on the fact that the fracture toughness can be
increase by deflecting the crack through different phases. There have been several attempts
to process and characterize mechanical and thermal properties of different engineered
architectures for ZrB2-based composite ceramics [2, 7-14]. As an example, Figure 1.1
shows the flexural stress-deflection for single phase ZrB2 ceramics, and fibrous monolith
structures of ZrB2-C with three volume percent of C. The ZrB2 hexagons are surrounded
with a C shell in this hexagonal architecture. As it is depicted, ZrB2 by itself behaves in a
brittle manner; there is no inelastic work of fracture. On the other hand in all three fibrous
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monolith architectures, the material shows some ductility. In the same way, Figure 1.2
depicts the difference between ZrB2, and laminate ZrB2-C composite behavior after
cracking.

Figure 1.1. Fibrous monoliths ZrB2-C: (a) flexural stress-deflection diagram measured
from four point bending test according to ASTM C1161-13 [15] , (b)-(d) micro graph of
fibrous monolith architecture with three volume percent of C. This experiment has been
performed in the ultra-high temperature research group at Missouri S&T.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2. Laminate ZrB2-C: (a) four point bending test according to ASTM C1161-13
[15] for a laminate ZrB2-C architecture, (b) load-displacement diagram for brittle ZrB2
and laminate structure. This experiment has been performed in the ultra-high temperature
research group at Missouri S&T.
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The experimental work in the literature for developing composite ceramics has laid
out the initial path for improving the fracture toughness of UHTCs, however these studies
were mostly based on several trial and error experiments. This project is aimed at
developing a computational framework that can be used to not only study crack
propagation in composite ceramics, but also to design and optimize the meso and micro
architectures and properties of phases to maximize the fracture toughness and damage
tolerance of composite ceramics. The outcomes of this work is a fundamental step for
creating a framework and guiding the experiments in manufacturing UHTCs with
improved fracture toughness.
The failure mechanism and macroscopic mechanical properties depend on the
microstructure, such as grain size and orientation, grain boundary (GB) characteristics,
impurities, and voids. This dependency will be more significant for brittle materials with
structural applications for proposed use in extreme environments such as high temperature
and corrosive environments; grain growth, phase transformation, and formation of new
phases can affect the crack propagation behavior and failure of materials. So, it is very
important to study the fracture behavior in polycrystalline systems and characterize the
parameters that control intergranular and transgranular crack propagation.
Numerical simulation of the fracture process and prediction of the failure
mechanism often play a key role in design decisions. On the other hand, predicting crack
formation and propagation without predefining a crack path or re-meshing is one of the
challenging aspects in this area. Cohesive method [16-18], extended finite element [19-22]
and augmented finite element [23] are some of the approaches to overcome these
difficulties which have been used in sharp-(or discrete) and diffusive-(or smeared) crack
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models. In sharp-crack models, the discontinuity of displacement field along the crack
surfaces makes it difficult to find stable numerical solutions, especially in three
dimensional analyses with the possibility of complex crack branching or merging.
The phase-field modeling of crack propagation, which is a diffusive-damage model,
has emerged in the last two decades to overcome some of these difficulties. In this model,
the processes of initiation, propagation, branching and merging of the crack are governed
by minimization of the total energy of the system. One of the main advantages of the phasefield model in comparison to the conventional methods in crack propagation is its ability
to avoid crack tip singularity because of the diffusive-interface of the crack, which also
makes it easier to find a stable solution. There are two phase-field modeling approaches
for crack propagation, one is based on Griffith’s theory [24, 25] and the other one is based
on the threshold of the strain energy density [26]. This work is concerned with the phasefield crack models based on Griffith’s theory.
The significant advantage of the phase-field crack models based on Griffith’s
theory over Griffith’s original theory [27] is that the model does not need an initial crack
or a pre-defined crack path. Also, initiation, propagation, branching, and merging of cracks
are all governed by minimization of the total energy of the system. However, Most of the
recent studies, were in dimensionless form. A few quantitative phase-field simulation
studies were completed that used a real or hypothetical set of material properties [28-36],
however they did not monitor or discuss the force-displacement responses, or they were
applicable only for a special length scale due to their single regularization parameter. In
the area of heterogeneous materials there are few dimensionless studies [37-40] in which
crack propagation was studied for phases with different ratios of elastic modulus or crack
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surface energy densities. None of the previous studies have discussed the effect of the
material strength on fracture behavior. In the scale of the grains in a polycrystalline
microstructures, there are a few attempts to utilize phase-field models in studying crack
propagation and fracture behavior in polycrystalline materials [29]. However, there is no
study of crack propagation in polycrystalline ceramics in which the grain boundary fracture
properties or strength were related to misorientation angle between adjacent grains.
To address the above shortcomings, in this work, a quantitative phase-field model
based on the regularized formulation of Griffith’s theory is presented for crack propagation
in homogenous and heterogeneous brittle materials. This model utilizes correction
parameters in the total free energy functional and mechanical equilibrium equation in the
diffusive crack area to ensure that the maximum stress in front of the crack tip is equal to
the stress predicted by classical fracture mechanics. Also, unlike other phase-field models,
the effect of material strength on crack nucleation and propagation was considered
independent of the regularization parameter.
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2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND IMPACT
The goal of this research is to develop a computational framework that integrates
the physics and thermodynamics of crack propagation in order to provide some
fundamental information on crack propagation mechanisms in multi-phase polycrystalline
materials. In this research a quantitative multiphase-field model based on the regularized
formulation of Griffith’s theory was developed and validated, capable of quantitatively
predicting crack propagation and fracture behavior in ultra-high temperature ZrB2-based
composite ceramics and multi-phase polycrystalline systems. The objectives of this Ph.D.
research are outlined below:


Objective 1: Develop a quantitative phase-field model for simulating crack
propagation in single-phase and multiphase brittle materials


Introduce correction parameters to reformulate the regularized formulation of
Griffith’s theory to insure that the maximum stress in front of the crack tip is
equated to its counterpart from classical fracture mechanics, and consider the
effect of material strength on crack nucleation and propagation independent of
the regularization parameter by equating the average critical crack surface
energy, and strain energy density.



Evaluate the performance of the developed model in predicting the crack path
and force-displacement response in L-shaped plate fracture experiments and
wedge splitting tests, and compare the stress and strain fields around the crack
tip in single-phase ZrB2 with the analytical solutions in classical linear elastic
fracture mechanics.
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Investigate crack propagation in ZrB2-C composite laminates and validate the
results by experiments.



Objective 2: Develop a multi-phase field model for simulating crack propagation
in polycrystalline materials


Relate the grain boundary energy and strength to the misorientation angle
between neighboring grains.



Modify the phase-field grain growth model to have the same thickness but
different energies for different grain boundaries.



Study the effect of misorientation angle, grain boundary inclination, and grain
boundary strength on intergranular and transgranular crack propagation in ZrB2
bicrystal and polycrystalline systems.



Objective 3: Evaluate the effective fracture toughness of heterogeneous ZrB2-based
composite ceramics.


Study the crack path and the effective fracture toughness for different microarchitectures of ZrB2-based composite architectures.

The proposed multiphase-field model in this work significantly advances the
computational modeling capability for predicting crack propagation in multi-phase and
polycrystalline material systems, which was not possible previously. The developed
method as a result of this research can provide guidelines for selecting the micro and meso
architectures and the mechanical properties of different phases to promote crack deflection
and increase the fracture toughness in multiphase ceramics.
Another important feature of the developed models in this work is that they are
capable of considering temperature dependent material properties, allowing prediction of
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fracture and failure behaviors at high temperature in future studies. Changing the
temperature may cause microstructural evolution and also change the properties of
different phases. Different thermal properties of phases can induce thermal strain mismatch
between phases which may cause residual stresses at the interphases and affect crack
propagation. The developed models in this work facilitate prediction of crack propagation
and fracture behavior in composite and polycrystalline materials at different temperatures,
which for the first time enable study and design of microarchitectures of composite
ceramics for improved fracture toughness.
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PAPER
I. A MODIFIED PHASE-FIELD MODEL FOR QUANTITATIVE SIMULATION
OF BRITTLE FRACTURE IN SINGLE-PHASE AND MULTIPHASE
MATERIALS
A. Emdadi, M. Asle Zaeem*, W. G. Fahrenholtz, G. E. Hilmas
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Missouri University of Science
and Technology, 1400 N. Bishop Ave, Rolla, MO 65409, USA
(This manuscript has been submitted to Eng. Fract. Mech. Journal, 2018)

ABSTRACT
A quantitative phase-field model based on the regularized formulation of Griffith’s
theory is presented for crack propagation in homogenous and heterogeneous brittle
materials. This model utilizes correction parameters in the total free energy functional and
mechanical equilibrium equation in the diffusive crack area to ensure that the maximum
stress in front of the crack tip is equal to the stress predicted by classical fracture mechanics.
Also, unlike other phase-field models, the effect of material strength on crack nucleation
and propagation was considered independent of the regularization parameter. The accuracy
of the model was benchmarked in two ways. First, the stress and strain fields around the
crack tip in single-phase ZrB2 were compared with the analytical solutions in classical
linear elastic fracture mechanics. Second, the crack path and force-displacement responses
were examined against experimental results for concrete in the form of fracture of L-shaped
plates and wedge splitting tests. To demonstrate the capability of the model in multi-phase
materials, crack propagation was simulated for laminates composed of alternating layers
of ZrB2 and carbon plus ZrB2. The results showed that the proposed modifications in the
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phase-field model were necessary to predict crack deflection along carbon layers similar
to the experimental observations
Keywords: Phase-field model, brittle fracture, crack propagation, multi-phase materials,

ZrB2 -C composite ceramics.

1. INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms of crack initiation and propagation in engineering materials are
critical constraints in structural design. Especially for materials with brittle behavior,
cracks are not stable and usually propagate rapidly, leading to catastrophic failure.
Numerical simulation of the fracture process and prediction of the failure mechanism often
play a key role in design decisions. On the other hand, predicting crack formation and
propagation without predefining a crack path or re-meshing is one of the challenging
aspects in this area. Cohesive methods [1-3], extended finite element [4-7], and augmented
finite element [8] are some of the approaches that have been used to overcome these
difficulties using sharp-(or discrete) and diffusive-(or smeared) crack models. In sharpcrack models, discontinuities in the displacement field along crack surfaces make it
difficult to find stable numerical solutions, especially in three dimensional analyses with
the possibility of complex crack branching or merging. In addition to continuum damage
models, phase-field modeling of crack propagation utilizing a diffusive crack thickness has
emerged in the last two decades to overcome some of these difficulties. Two different
phase-field modeling approaches have been used to simulate crack propagation, one based
on Griffith’s theory [9, 10] and the other based on a threshold value for strain energy
density [11]. A detailed review of these formulations for brittle fracture is provided by
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Ambati et al. [12]. The present work is concerned with a phase-field approach based on
Griffith’s theory.

1.1. PHASE-FIELD MODELS OF CRACK PROPAGATION BASED ON
GRIFFITH’S THEORY
The idea of treating brittle fracture in an elastic solid as an energy minimization
problem dates back to the late 1990s, when Francfort and Marigo [10] proposed a
variational model based on Griffith’s theory for quasi-static crack propagation in brittle
materials [13]. The significant advantage of the variational model over Griffith’s original
theory [13] is that the model does not need an initial crack or a pre-defined crack path. In
the Francfort and Marigo model [10], initiation, propagation, branching, and merging of
cracks were governed by minimization of the total energy of the system. In spite of these
advantages, implementation of a theoretical variational model was limited because
determining the absolute global minima of the potential energy by numerical methods is
difficult. Bourdin et al. [9] used a regularization technique through a

  convergence

method [14, 15] and showed that local minimization enables accurate prediction of the
crack evolution path. Eq. (1) shows the total energy functional in the regularized
formulation of Griffith’s theory for a bounded domain  with the boundary region of d
[16]:
 (1   )2
2
Ek [u,  ]   g( ) Fe (ε(u))d   Gc  
 k  d    t.u ds ,
4k



d

(1)

1
Fe (ε )   ii jj   ij ij ,
2

(2)
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where  is the scalar crack parameter showing the state of the material with a smooth
transition between unbroken (   1 ) and fully broken (   0 ), k is a positive
regularization parameter with dimensions of length to regulate the size of the fracture zone,
and  is the gradient operator. Fe is the elastic strain energy density which can be
expressed by Hooke’s law (Eq. (2)) for an isotropic linear elastic material, g( ) is a
degradation function (here it is a quadratic polynomial function, g( )   2 ),  and  are
the Lamé constants,

ε

is the strain tensor affiliated with a displacement

u

that can be

calculated from the mechanical equilibrium equations, and Gc is the critical energy release
rate or the crack surface energy density in Griffith’s theory. The last integral in Eq. (1) is
the work which is done by external traction, t , on the boundary, d , which vanishes in
the case of displacement-controlled loading. It should be noted that Du Borst et al. [17]
indicated

  convergence

will not necessarily be reached in the case of a very small

regularization parameter ( k  0 ).
Kuhn and Muller [18] were the first in the engineering community to denote  as
a phase-field order parameter and named the method as the phase-field model for fracture.
Since the crack phase-field parameter is a non-conserved order parameter, the 2nd order
Ginzburg-Landau equation (Eq. (3)) was considered as the crack evolution equation , and
coupled with the mechanical equilibrium equations (Eq. (4)):

 Ek [u,  ]
d
1 

 M
  M  2 Fe (ε)  Gc (2k 2 
) ,
dt

2k 

div σ (u,  )  0 , σ (u,  )   2

Fe (ε )
  2C : ε ,
ε

(3)
(4)
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where t is the time, M is the crack mobility parameter, which is always positive,  2 is
the Laplacian operator, σ is the stress tensor, and C is the elastic stiffness tensor.
Generally, the degradation function, g( ) , must satisfy the following conditions [19] to
insure stiffness release at a fractured area and also to have the upper bound of the phasefield parameter to be one:

0  g( )  1, g(1)  1,

dg
dg
(0)  0,
(1)  0 .
d
d

(5)

One of the main advantages of the phase-field approach in comparison to the
conventional methods to simulate crack propagation is its ability to avoid singularity
because of the diffusive crack interface, which also makes it easier to find a stable solution.
However, the mesh size (h) has to be fine enough to be able to resolve the gradient in  in
the transition zone between fully cracked and intact material, in other words h / k

1 [19].

On the other hand, theoretically k should be sufficiently small to provide the same level of
accuracy as sharp-interface models [20]. Miehe et al. [19] showed that for four node
quadrilateral elements h < k/2 is small enough to reach the anticipated solution. Some other
references showed that h

k also gives reasonable results [21, 22].

The diffusive crack interface width in the current phase-field models based on
Griffith’s theory is controlled by a single parameter, k. If k is not sufficiently small with
respect to the domain size, both the diffusive area shape and the predicted crack path can
be significantly affected [23]; basically it should be modified for different length scales
[24]. Empirically it was suggested that one percent of the domain length is small enough
to obtain a stable solution with a reasonable accuracy and computing cost [23]. However,
it is possible to consider k to be a material parameter by comparing the maximum stress
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within the diffusive crack area to the strength of the material (  s ) [23, 25, 26]. This idea
will be discussed in detail later. From this point of view, every set of material properties
( E,  , Gc and  s ) has a unique k . This approach works well for single phase materials,
but encounters difficulties producing stable solutions for heterogeneous systems, in which
different phases may have significantly different material properties resulting in
completely different values of k for different phases. On the other hand, considering the
regularized parameter to be a material parameter requires that its value is small enough
with respect to the domain size. The present study describes a new model that includes the
effect of strength without arbitrarily restricting the possible values of k .
Most of the recent studies, including all the above references, except [23, 25], were
in dimensionless form. A few quantitative phase-field simulation studies were completed
that used a real or hypothetical set of material properties [12, 19, 23-25, 27-30]; however,
these studies did not monitor or discuss force-displacement responses, or they were
applicable only for specific length scales due to their single regularization parameter. In
the following subsection, the previous quantitative phase-field simulation studies are
discussed and their advantages and shortcomings are highlighted.

1.2. QUANTITATIVE PHASE-FIELD MODELS OF CRACK PROPAGATION
In the model of Bourden et al. [25] refers to the maximum stress in front of the
crack tip within the diffusive crack as the critical stress,  cr . This parameter and the
corresponding strain,  cr , were calculated based on analytical solutions for the
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homogenous, one-dimensional, quasi-static crack evolution equation [23, 25, 31]. The
maximum stress and the corresponding strain can be determined by Eq. (6).

 cr 

 cr 

9 EGc
, and
16 6k
Gc
.
6kE

(6)

(7)

Based on Eq. (6), when k goes to zero, the phase-field result for the critical stress is
consistent with the Griffith’s theory in which a crack can only nucleate at a stress
singularity.Bourden et al. [25] completed their simulations for a hypothetical material
system (i.e., dimensional values for E , Gc and  were provided without any specified
strength) and verified the crack path for quasi-static and dynamic shear loads (mode-II
crack propagation). In their study, the value of k was chosen based on the length of the
domain and their model did not use strength in its formulations. Therefore, their simulation
results can be valid for a material with these specified E , Gc , and  , but any strength.
Using the idea of calculating the critical stress in the diffusive crack area [25],
Mesgarnejad et al. [26] offered an equation similar to Eq. (6) for calculating the critical
stress. They used a linear function g( )   instead of a quadratic polynomial function as
the degradation function. Then they equated the critical stress to the strength to estimate k.
Theoretically the maximum stress in front of the crack tip can be larger than the strength
[32]. For example, numerical results for crack propagation in an L-shaped plate made of
concrete were close to the experimental data for the force-displacement response.
However, the estimated k parameter was too large and contrary with the theoretical
convergence requirement, which resulted in a diffusive area that was large with respect to
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the size of the specimen [33]. This conflict also was raised in a study of crack propagation
in asphalt binder by Hou et al. [34, 35].
Zhang et al. [33] emphasized that Eq. (6) should be considered only as a guideline
for regularized parameter estimation, and this parameter should be sufficiently small in
comparison to the specimen size. However, very small values of k lead to an overestimated
critical load capacity of a structure, resulting in an inaccurate force-displacement response.
In another work, Pham et al. [36] specified material properties ( E,  , Gc , and
material strength  s ) for polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to study crack propagation.
They concluded that to get the maximum stress in front of the crack to be equal to the
strength of the material (based on Eq. (6) [25]), k should have a specific value. However,
they chose a much larger value of k for their simulations (5 times larger than the value of

k calculated using Eq. (6)) to decrease the computational cost. Indeed, the maximum stress
in front of the crack predicted by their model was much lower than the strength
(  cr ~ 0.45 s ).
Recently, Nguyen et al. [37] studied the effect of k on the force-displacement
response, critical load/stress corresponding to the onset of cracking, and crack length. They
emphasized that Eq. (6) [25] only estimates k, and suggested that as the regularized
parameter value is related to material properties, its identification requires experimental
measures. For example, the measured critical load for crack initiation can be compared to
its calculated counterpart in phase-field model simulation to choose a more suitable k. In
another study [38], they utilized X-ray micro-topography images recorded during in-situ
mechanical loading of heterogeneous brittle materials (lightweight plaster and concrete
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samples containing expanded polystyrene (EPS) inclusions), and compared the results for
micro crack initiation and propagation with phase-field simulations to identify Gc and k.
In the case of lightweight plaster, an inverse analysis was proposed by defining a cost
function in which the experimental measured stress was considered to be fixed, but the
calculated stress using phase-field model was variable. It is worth mentioning that the
calculated parameters, and the measured strength of the sample, did not satisfy Eq. (6) [37].
The proposed methodology is basically suggesting calibration of the phase-field model
using in-situ experiments. This approach is computationally very expensive, especially in
heterogeneous systems, which is the reason that the authors did not use their proposed
method to calculate Gc and k for lightweight concrete samples.
In a separate effort, Chakraborty et al. [39] studied porosity-dependent
intergranular crack propagation in UO2. They mentioned that k should depend on the
specimen dimensions, and k was considered to be the distance required to break atomic
bonds in the grain boundaries, which was calculated using molecular dynamic (MD)
simulation [40]. They also calibrated Gc by comparing the stress that caused unstable crack
propagation to the stress predicted by classical linear elastic fracture mechanics (CLEFM).
Unstable crack propagation in the phase-field simulation occurred at a larger stress than
predicted by CLEFM, which lead Chakraborty et al. [39] to suggest that Gc should be
calibrated for different length scales. They stated that if the value of Gc were obtained from
experiments or lower length scale simulations, it should be calibrated in the phase-field
model to obtain a similar stress to that of CLEFM for unstable crack propagation. A similar
criteria for calibration of Gc was used in [41] where results were compared with an
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analytical solution. Chakraborty et al. [39] selected the value of Gc so that the stress-strain
relationship calculated with the phase-field model was the same as the MD simulation [40].
This comparison may not be reliable as these two methods are used for two different length
scales. MD simulations can be used at the nano scale where the stress-strain relationship is
highly size-dependent. Also, the approach of Chakraborty et al. may encounter more
uncertainty in the case of heterogeneous materials.
The ideas of relating k to strength or calibrating k and Gc were steps forward in
advancing phase-field fracture models. However, such estimates of k are not applicable at
all length scales, because k should be small enough with respect to the domain size to
guarantee convergence to the sharp crack modeling so that reliable predictions for crack
path and force-displacement responses are both predicted. Also, such calibrations of k and

Gc based on experiments and/or MD simulations could be very expensive experimentally
and computationally, highly size-dependent, and not applicable to heterogeneous materials.
In spite of advantages of phase-field models in simulating crack propagation,
ambiguity in choosing k is the major shortcoming in the current approach because it
affects the results. To the best knowledge of the authors, no selection or calibration criteria
for k or Gc have been proposed for multi-phase materials. Few dimensionless studies [4245] of crack propagation for phases with different ratios of elastic moduli or crack surface
energy densities have been reported for heterogeneous materials. Further, none of the
previous studies have discussed the effect of strength on fracture behavior. To address these
shortcomings, the present work utilizes a modified form of the original phase-field model
of Borden et al. [16] that accounts for the characteristics of the Griffith phase-field model
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and imposes a criterion for maximum stress around the crack tip that is calculated by
CLEFM.

2. MODIFIED PHASE-FIELD FOR BRITTLE FRACTURE
An isotropic phase-field model based on the regularized formulation of Griffith’s
theory was developed by Borden et al. [16] to account for total free energy, the crack
evolution equation, and the mechanical equilibrium equation (Eqs. (1)-(4), respectively).
The analytical solution for the homogenous one-dimensional quasi-static equation
describing crack evolution [23, 25, 31] gives an expression for the phase-field order
parameter,  , and the constitutive equation for the damaged material where 0    1 :

 (

2kE 2
  1)1 ,
Gc

   2 E  (

2kE 2
  1)2 E .
Gc

(8)
(9)

The critical stress and corresponding strain can be calculated using Eqs. (6), and
(7). They are dependent on material properties ( E ,  , and Gc ) and the model parameter,

k . Critical stress and strain are achieved when  reduces to 0.75 [46]. Decreasing k will
increase the maximum stress and its related strain in the diffusive crack area and decrease
the width of the diffusive area between the fully broken and intact material. As an example,
the stress-strain relationship based on Hooke’s law for the undamaged part and the stressstrain curve for the damaged part of material according to Eq. (9)) are shown in Figure 1
for zirconium diboride ( ZrB2 ). The isotropic properties reported for ZrB2 are summarized
in Table 1. When a crack is fully developed,  exponentially changes within the damaged
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area based on the non-homogeneous, one-dimensional, quasi-static solution of the crack
evolution equation [51] as express by:

  1  exp(

x
),
2k

(10)

where x is the distance from the crack tip. Eq. (10) indicates that the crack can be
considered to be fully developed for x / k  0.1 with 10% error and x / k  0.21 with 5%
error.it should be noted that in Eq. (10), the stress is maximized at a distance of 2k ln 4
from the crack tip.

Table 1. Material properties used in phase-field simulations.
E ( GPa )



Gc ( J/m2 )

 s ( MPa )

ZrB2 [47]

500

0.13

24

350

Concrete (L-shaped plate test) [48]

25.85

0.18

95

2.7 [26]

Concrete (Wedge splitting test) [49]

40.7

0.2

98.08

6.22

Pyrolytic C [50]

13

0.22

22

9.6

Figure 1. Stress-strain relationships for ZrB2 in damaged areas of the phase-field model
for different values of k in comparison with the undamaged constitutive law (Hooke’s
law).
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The distribution of the stress around the crack tip is calculated by CLEFM [32]:
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where r is a vector with its origin at the crack tip that extends to the point of interest in
front of the crack, r  r is the magnitude of the vector r ,  is the angle between the
orientation of the crack and r ( 180    180 ) with positive values for counterclockwise rotation, and K I is the mode-I stress intensity factor. The maximum of normal
stress occurs at   0 , and is equal to K I / 2 r . At the distance of 2k ln 4 from the
crack tip, the stress predicted by CLEFM is K I / 2 (2k ln 4) .
To equate the maximum stress in front of the crack tip calculated by CLEFM to
that of the phase-field model (Eq. (6)) at the same distance, two correction parameters, A
and B, are introduced into the total energy functional and mechanical equilibrium equation.
The modified crack evolution equation and mechanical equilibrium equation are:

A*  [ -1] + A 1  [ -1] ,

(12)

B*  [ -1] + B 1  [ -1] ,
 (1   )2
2
Ek [u,  ]    2 Fe (ε(u))d   A*Gc  
 k  d    t.uds ,
4k





(13)

 Ek [u,  ]
d
1 

 M
  M  2 Fe (ε)  Gc A* (2k 2 
) ,
dt

2k 


(14)

div  (u,  )  0 ,  (u,  )   2

Fe (ε)
  2 C : ( B* ε ) .
ε

(15)
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where [ -1] is the Heaviside step function. It should be noted that A* and B* are only
applied in the diffusive crack area where   1 , and they are 1 in the uncracked regions.
The analytical homogenous, one-dimensional, quasi-static solution of the crack
evolution equation (Eq. (14)), gives an expression for the phase-field order parameter,  ,
Eq. (16), and the constitutive equation for the damaged material, Eq. (17).

 (

2kEB 2
  1)1 ,
Gc A

   2 E ( B )  B (

(16)
2kEB 2
  1) 2 E .
Gc A

(17)

The critical value of stress and the corresponding strain in front of the crack are calculated
using Eqs. (15) and (16) at the position in which   0.75 :

 cr* 
 cr* 

9
16

AEGc
,
6k

AGc
.
6kEB

(18)

(19)

The correction parameter A can be determined by equating the critical stress from
Eq. (18) to the maximum stress from CLEFM, K I / 2 (2k ln 4) , using the relationship
between K I and Gc for plane stress ( Gc  K I2 / E ) , and plane strain ( Gc  (1   2 ) K I2 / E
) conditions. Eqs. (20), and (21) show correction parameter A in plane strain and plane
stress conditions, respectively.
A

128
planestrain ,
27 (1   2 ) ln 4

(20)

A

128
planestress .
27 ln 4

(21)
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Equating the stress at  = 0.75 with its counterpart in CLEFM in this study can be
considered as an analytical solution for calibrating Gc , especially when there is no
experimental observation to measure and calibrate Gc .
As mentioned above, Bourden et al. [46] suggested that k was a material parameter
that made the critical stress in the phase-field model (Eq. (6)) equal to the strength of the
*
material,  s , which gives a critical value for the parameter k :

k* 

27 EGc
.
512 s2

(22)

*
Eq. (21) indicates that for each material the value of k is unique. For example, a value of

k * of 517 µm was calculated for ZrB2 using the properties in Table 1.
The relationship between the crack surface energy and the strain energy density
within the cracked region is nonlinear. At each local point, before the crack was fully
developed, the strain energy density is a function of  . Similarly, the interface width is
lower than 4k and is related to  . As   0 , the critical strain energy density becomes the
total area under the stress-strain curve, and the average crack surface energy is Gc/4k.
Considering a nonlinear relationship is ideal, but there is no analytical expression to
validate this  -dependent relationship, and computationally it is extremely expensive.
Here, the relationship at each local point is considered for a fully developed crack (   0
; B correction parameter), because in actual physics we either have a cracked area or intact
area. It is worth mentioning that the modifications are just applied within the crack
diffusive area.
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In phase-field models based on Griffith’s theory, cracks can initiate or propagate
when the strain energy density reaches the crack surface energy, which is given by Gc / 4k
, as the crack is considered to be a diffusive area with a thickness of 4k ; it should be noted
that in quasi-static crack propagation, the diffusive crack width can be calculated as


12
x

in
which
. This value is the critical strain energy density for the
d

0 
x
4k
1

material in the crack area. By imposing the condition that for each k , the critical strain
energy density is equal to Gc / 4k * , the correction parameter B can be determined. This
condition allows for changing k without altering the strain energy density in the crack
area, which enables simulations at different length scales for a particular set of materials
properties. The critical strain energy density for the diffusive crack area according to stressstrain relationship in Eq.(17) is Gc / (4k B / A) . The correction parameter B can be
calculated by:
B

Ak *
.
k

(23)

Including the correction parameters, A and B , in crack diffusive area, results in
scaling of E by and Gc by

k * / k in the formulations. In this article, for the irreversibility

of the phase-field variable to ensure preventing crack healing, the method proposed by
Miehe [28] was used by introducing a local strain-history field of maximum strain energy
density:
Fe* (ε(u), t)  max Fe* (ε(u), s) .
s[0,t ]

(24)
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The anisotropy with respect to tension and compression is not considered in this
work, as all the presented examples are in mode-I crack propagation. However readers can
refer to [52] for anisotropies in tension and compression.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The efficiency of the modified phase-field model was assessed using different
examples. The coupled equations for crack evolution and mechanical equilibrium were
solved in a finite element framework using the mathematics module of COMSOL
Multiphysics, which is capable of solving nonlinear partial differential equations [53].
Linear Lagrangian elements were used in all simulations. The Newton method with
adaptive time steps was used to solve nonlinear equations with a maximum time-step of

104 s . All simulations were performed on a desktop computer with two Xeon Phi
processors (E5-2687W- total of 40 CPU cores) and 128 GB RAM.

3.1. MESH STUDY
A mesh study was completed using a square ZrB2 specimen with the length of
H=0.5 mm and the properties listed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the specimen geometry and
the boundary conditions. A pre-crack with a length of 0.05H was assumed and   0 was
*
imposed along the crack length. An applied displacement of u was imposed on both the

left and right sides of the specimen along the x axis. This displacement can be calculated
from u  u  t in which
*

condition was assumed.

u is a uniform displacement rate of 0.1 m / s . The plane strain
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Figure 2. Specimen geometry and boundary conditions.

To perform the decreasing convergence study and determine the proper mesh size
to simulate the diffusive crack area, k  5 μm was considered, which is one percent of the
*
domain size. Figure 3 shows the convergence study of the simulation. u0 is the applied

displacement for propagation of the crack along the height of the specimen. In Figure 3 (a),
by decreasing the mesh size, a lower applied displacement was required to reach a full
*
crack propagation through the height of the specimen. For mesh sizes smaller than 0.4k, u0

2
did not noticeably change. In Figure 3(b), the minimum value of  Fe is plotted. This
*
2
value has to be zero for the fully cracked region. Similar to u0 ,  Fe did not change and

approached zero for mesh sizes smaller than 0.4k. Based on the results of the mesh study,
a uniform mesh of h  0.4k was subsequently used for all phase-field and modified phasefield simulations.
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*
Figure 3. Values of (a) u0 (required displacement for full crack propagation through the

domain), and (b) minimum of  Fe (must be equal to zero for fully cracked region)
versus 1/h (mesh size is h).
2

3.2. STRESS AROUND THE CRACK TIP FOR MODE-I FRACTURE IN ZRB2
In the first example, a ZrB2 rectangle that was 5mm×2mm with properties
summarized in Table 1 was considered under the boundary condition showed in Figure
4(a).
In CLEFM [32], the displacement field in front of the crack tip is:
u x  K I
 
u y  4G


3 

(4   3) cos  cos 

r 
2
2 ,



3 
2 
(4  1) sin  sin


2
2 


(24)

where r and  have the same definition as in Eq. (11), and   2(1   ) in plane strain
and   2(1   ) in plane stress. The displacement according to CLEFM (Eq. (24)) along
y  0 (   0 ), becomes u x 

KI
G

x
(   1) . For our example in Figure 4(a), it was
2

assumed that the crack tip located at (0,0), and then this displacement was applied along
y  0 in the x direction (this line was shown in red in Figure 4(a)) by applying a strain rate
2
ux  ux t to make the maximum strain energy density, ( Fe )max , in front of the crack tip
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*

equal to Gc / 4k in the phase-field model and Gc / 4k in the modified phase-field model. It
was assumed that k  0.05H  50μm . K I and G can be calculated by using the properties
provided in Table 1, and the plane strain condition was considered. By utilizing Eqs. (20),
(22) and (23), the correction parameters were A=1.107 and B=0.013.
Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of  2 Fe in both models with a maximum of 0.12
MJ/m3 in the phase-field model and 0.37 MJ/m3 in the modified phase-field model. In all
figures PF and MPF stand for traditional phase-field and modified phase-field modeling
results, respectively. These values were reached by applying the displacement shown in
Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows stresses in the x direction along the x axis,  xx 2 for two
different value of k  50 , and 25μm to show the dependency of the results to k . Here the
fracture toughness of CLEFM was amplified by the scale of Gc(1+h/4k) [9]. The
predictions from the modified phase-field model were very close to those from CLEFM
for both k.

Figure 4. Geometry and boundary conditions, and (b) distribution of the strain energy
density in front of the crack tip in PF, and MPF for k  50μm .
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Figure 5. The value of (a) applied displacement, and (b) distribution of stress in the x
direction,  xx 2 , from the phase- field mode l, the modified phase-field model, and
CLEFM.

3.3. L-SHAPED PLATE FRACTURE TEST IN CONCRETE
To evaluate the ability of the proposed model to predict both the crack path and
load-displacement response, fracture of an L-shaped concrete specimen [48] with the
properties summarized in Table 1 was considered. The geometry, boundary conditions, and
the experimental crack path are shown in Figure 6 in which L  500 mm , L*  30 mm , and
the thickness is 100 mm . Similar to previous phase-field simulations [26, 33] (their results
are presented in Figure 7(a)), the plane strain condition was imposed. In Figure 7(a), the
vertical reaction forces at the fixed boundary condition, shown in Figure 6, are plotted
versus applied displacement from two previous phase-field models [26, 33]. The reaction
force-displacement diagram from [26] was very close to the experimental measurement
especially for the maximum force; the maximum load was determine to be 7.7 kN, which
is within the range of experimental measurement (6.6-7.7 kN). However, Figure 7(b) shows
that a very large diffusive crack area was predicted, and it is not possible to measure the
angle of the initial nucleated crack. The diffusive crack area in [33] for k  17.8 mm had the
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same issue. For k  2mm , the crack path was similar to the experimental result, but the
calculated maximum force was about 11.5 kN which was significantly higher than the
experimental value. These results indicate that by changing the value of the regularization
parameter in the previous phase-field models [26, 33], calibration can be used to reproduce
either the experimental force-displacement response or crack propagation path, but not
both simultaneously.

Figure 6. The geometry and crack path from the test set up for the L-shaped concrete
specimen [48].

Figure 7. The value of (a) vertical reaction force versus applied displacement from two
previous phase-field models [26, 33]; the shaded region shows the experimental result.
(b) Simulation result for a crack path with k  12.6mm from the phase-field model in
[26] which shows a very large diffusive area for the crack.
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In Figure 8(a) the vertical reaction force-applied displacement diagram is shown
for the phase-field and modified phase-field models with k  3 and 5 mm. In the modified
phase-field model, the correction parameters, A=1.125 and B ( 44.4 for k  3mm , and 16
for k  5mm ), were applied for   1 . Figure 8(b) shows the crack path for k  3mm
using the modified phase-field model. The angle of the nucleated crack was ~26°, and the
maximum calculated force was ~7 kN at an applied displacement of 0.25 mm. In the case
of k  5mm , the applied displacement of 0.2 mm resulted in the maximum load of 8.5 kN.
It should be noted that in experiments, the applied displacement of ~0.23 mm resulted in
the maximum load of 6.6-7.7 kN, and the angle of the initial nucleated crack was measured
to be 0-43° [48]. The results show that both the crack path and the maximum force before
unstable crack propagation are consistent with experimental measurements.

Figure 8. The value of (a) vertical reaction force-applied displacement diagram, and (b)
predicted crack path for k  3mm calculated with the modified phase-field model.
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3.4. WEDGE SPLITTING TEST IN CONCRETE
The wedge splitting test (WST) is suitable for measuring splitting tensile strength
and fracture energy in brittle materials [54]. In the present study, experimental data for a
high strength concrete from [49] was used to evaluate the accuracy of force-displacement
responses predicted by the modified phase-field model. The properties for the high-strength
concrete that were used in the simulations are summarized in Table 1. The schematic
geometry and boundary conditions for the wedge splitting specimen are shown in Figure
9(a) with all dimensions in mm. Since the geometry and boundary conditions are
symmetrical around the y axis, to simplify the simulation, only half of the specimen was
modeled. The plane stress condition was assumed, and a horizontal displacement with the
rate of 2mm / s was applied. Figure 9(b) shows the crack path predicted for k=2 mm (1%
of the specimen size) using the modified phase-field model.

Figure 9. The value of (a) geometry and boundary conditions for the WST, and (b) crack
path predicted using the modified phase-field model for k  2mm in half of the specimen.
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In Figure 10, results for the splitting load versus crack mouth opening displacement
(CMOD) are plotted for the phase-field and modified phase-field models and compared
with the experimental results. The splitting load was the result of the shear stresses along
the plane shown in Figure 9 (a). For the phase-field model, the splitting load was 14.6 kN
with a CMOD of 0.08 mm, while the splitting load for the modified phase-field model was
9.8 kN with a similar CMOD.
Both models overestimated the CMOD compared with experimental values (0.03
mm), but the modified phase-field model predicted the same splitting load as the
experiment (~9.8 kN). The slopes of the force-displacement curves predicted by phase field
models and measured by experiment are different as it is evident in Figures a. 8 and a. 10.
The force-displacement curve from experiments was obtained as a results of initiating a
large number of micro cracks which merged together to create one crack that has different
width along its length.
In any phase-field model, a constant crack width is considered in the whole crack
length. This will cause some changes in the slope of force-displacement curve, but the most
important thing is to predict the maximum force and the corresponding displacement as
close as possible to experimental measurements, which our model grantees this by utilizing
the correction parameters.
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Figure 10. Splitting load-CMOD calculated by phase-field model and modified phasefield model for k  2 mm , compared with the experimental measurement.

3.5. CRACK PROPAGATION IN A ZRB2-C LAMINATE ARCHITECTURE
Engineered structures, including laminates and fibrous monoliths, have been used
to increase fracture toughness for ceramics by promoting crack deflection [55-58].
Development of reliable computational models for crack propagation in such composites
would enable design and optimization of compositions and meso-scale architectures. The
accuracy of the modified phase-field model for predicting crack propagation in multi-phase
or composite materials was assessed by simulating crack propagation in ZrB2 -based
laminates that had a second phase of pyrolytic C. The material properties of ZrB2 and
pyrolytic C used in simulations are listed Table 1.
One issue in phase-field modeling of crack propagation in multi-phase systems is
keeping the diffusive area thickness (crack thinness) almost the same in all of the phases,
which prevents erroneous results [59]. In ZrB2 - C laminates, the value of Gc for ZrB2
and C were approximately the same. Thus, when also using similar values for k , the value
of Gc / 4k will be approximately the same for the two phases. On the other hand, the elastic
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modulus of C is much less than the elastic modulus of ZrB2 . As a result, the same values
of strain will produce lower strain energy densities in C than in ZrB2 . For cracking to
occur, independent of regularization parameter the strain energy density for the materials
in the diffusive crack area needs to reach Gc / 4k . As a result, the phase-field model
predicts that C will fail under a higher strain than ZrB2 , if the same k is used in both
phases. Based on these observations, no crack deflection will be predicted in C layers of

ZrB2 -C laminates for the traditional phase-field model in this example similar to the
experiment because of the higher failure strain of the C layers.
Figure 11 shows crack propagation from a four-point bending test of a ZrB2 -C
laminate. The geometric and loading conditions for this test followed ASTM C1161-13
[60]. Experimentally, significant crack deflection occurred when cracks propagated
through a ZrB2 layer into a C layer, and the fracture was not happened by delamination of
the layers in this length scale.

Figure 11. Side view of a ZrB2 -C mechanical test specimen after four-point bending
showing crack deflection in the C layers.

A ZrB2 -C laminate with the geometry depicted in Figure 12 was considered. Based
on the experiment, the thickness of the C layers is considered to be 10% of the ZrB2 layers.
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This simulation setup resembles the actual four-point bending test without the effect of
supports. We first considered an initial crack right at the middle of the bottom ZrB2 layer;
this length of initial crack was set to be of 5% of the sample height. The boundary condition
presented in Figure 12 forced the crack to propagate through the first ZrB2 layer in both
models. In the traditional phase-field model, crack propagated in a straight line to reach the
top ZrB2 layer without any deflection in C layers. To see if an imposed anisotropy can
promote crack deflection through the C layers in the traditional phase-field model, the
initial crack is placed slightly to the right side (~2k) of the middle of the bottom ZrB2 layer,
and then the same boundary condition in Figure 12 is imposed. Even with this asymmetry
of initial crack, the crack path in the traditional phase-field model did not change; Figure
13 is showing the crack path for the offset initial crack for both phase-field, and the
modified phase-field model.

Figure 12. The geometry of ZrB2 -C laminate structure. Light gray is ZrB2 and dark gray
is C. An initial crack slightly to the right side of the bottom layer is considered to present
some anisotropy to the simulations.
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In both cases, it was assumed that k  6μm for both phases. By utilizing Eqs. (20)
, (22) and (23), the correction parameters were determined to be A=1.11 and B=0.9 for
ZrB2, and A=1.14 and B=881 for C.
In Figure 13 the final crack path predicted with phase-field model and the modified
phase-field model is shown, also the positions of different layers were added through a
gray colorbar similar to Figure 12. The ZrB2 phase is in light gray and the C phase is in
dark gray. In Figure 13(a), and (b), where mapped mesh elements were used, the initial
crack started to propagate in a straight line in the bottom ZrB2 layer. In traditional phasefield model crack propagated straightly to reach the top ZrB2 layer without any deflection
in C layers. Figure 14 shows the crack path at five different time steps from the modified
phase-field model. In MPF, after crack started to propagate in the 1st ZrB2 layer
perpendicular to the layer direction (Figure 14(a)), another crack was initiated in the 1st C
layer parallel to the layer direction (Figure 14(b)), and then it merged with the propagated
crack in the 1st ZrB2 layer (Figure 14(c)). Later, the crack from 1st C layer passed through
the 2nd ZrB2 layer perpendicular to the layer direction, and at the same time another crack
was initiated in the 2nd C layer (Figure 14(d)), and then it merged with the crack in 2nd ZrB2
layer (Figure 14(e)). Figure 15(a) and (b) are showing the value of  at the time when
crack was initiated in the 1st C layer, and the corresponding strain energy density contour
for C and ZrB2 layers, respectively. As it is shown, before the crack in the 1st ZrB2 layer
reached the 1st C layer, Fe in 1st C layer was in the range of Gc/4k* (0.14 MPa) for C. This
caused a crack to initiate in the 1st C layer.
To show the dynamic characteristics of crack propagation in ZrB2 -C laminates in
the MPF (Figure 13(b)), the crack length versus time is plotted in Figure 16. The purpose
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of such engineered architecture composites is to cause crack deflection along different
layers, increase the fracture toughness, and postpone catastrophic failure. As it is depicted
in Figure 16, in about 50% of the total time of crack propagation thought the sample, the
crack was arrested in the 1st C layer before starting to propagate in the 2nd ZrB2 layer.

Figure 13. Predicted crack paths in ZrB2 -C laminates using (a) phase-field model, (b) the
modified phase-field model.

As explained before, crack deflection was not possible in C layers when using the
traditional phase-field model. To overcome the shortcomings of the previous phase-field
models in simulating crack propagation in multi-phase materials, the present work
successfully introduced two correction parameters to include strength in the formulations
and also map the maximum stress around the crack tip to the CLEFM prediction.
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Figure 14. Crack path at five different time steps predicted by the modified phase-field
model; (a) crack propagation in the 1st ZrB2 layer ,(b) initiation and propagation of a
crack in the 1st C layer parallel to the layer direction, (c) merging of the crack in the 1st
ZrB2 layer and 1st C layer, (d) the crack from 1st C layer passed through the 2nd ZrB2 layer
perpendicular to the layer direction, and at the same time another crack was initiated in
the 2nd C layer, and (e) merging of the crack inside 2nd C layer with the crack in 2nd ZrB2
layer.
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Figure 15. In MPF: (a)  map at the time when crack was initiated in the 1st C layer, and
(b) the corresponding strain energy density contour in C and ZrB2 layers.

Figure 16. Crack length versus time in ZrB2 -C laminate. The inset diagram presents the
initial crack propagation in the first ZrB2 layer.

4. CONCLUSION
A modified phase-field model was developed that can predict both the crack path
and the force-displacement response in different materials. The modified model overcomes
a major deficiency in the original phase-field model based on Griffith’s theory that did not
consider strength in its formulations so that two materials with the same elastic modulus
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and crack surface energy would show the same fracture behavior regardless of their
strength. Two correction parameters were introduced in the total free energy functional and
mechanical equilibrium equation, which constrained the maximum stress in front of the
crack tip to be equal to the stress predicted by CLEFM. Also, unlike other phase-field
models, the effect of strength on crack nucleation and propagation was considered
independent of the regularization parameter. The two correction parameters only acted on
the diffusive crack areas as the behavior in the intact areas was already captured with the
previous models. For three different fracture cases, the results of the modified phase-field
model were compared to the phase-field model by Bourdin et al. [16] and the counterpart
experiments. The mode-I crack propagation in ZrB2 showed that the stress field in front
of the crack tip predicted by the modified phase-field was in a very good agreement with
CLEFM. In L-shaped plate fracture tests of concrete, unlike the phase-field modeling
results, a reasonable diffusive area thickness was predicted by the modified phase-field to
insure the theoretical convergence requirement. The predicted crack path was similar to the
experiment result, and for two values of regularization parameter, k (3 and 5 mm), both the
maximum force and related displacement were predicted with minimal errors (less than
10% error). Without modifying the model, the calculated maximum load had ~100% error.
In wedge splitting tests of concrete, the maximum load predicted by the phase-field model
was significantly higher than the experimental result, but the modified phase-field model
predicated a similar maximum load to the experiment.
Finally, the significant advantages of the proposed model are revealed in multiphase systems with considerably different material properties for different phases in which
utilizing the same regularized parameter allows imposing different material strengths for
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different phases. As an example, crack propagation in laminated ZrB2 -C composites were
simulated. Unlike the modified phase-field and experiments, no crack deflection in C
layers was identified by the phase-field model. The modified phase-field model is able to
simulate crack propagation and deflection in multi-phase materials. The proposed
correction parameters enable consideration of similar diffusive crack thicknesses in
different phases independent of property differences between the phases, which will also
allow for future studies of crack propagation at different length scales.
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ABSTRACT
A phase-field model based on a modified form of the regularized formulation of
Griffith’s theory is presented to investigate intergranular and transgranular crack
propagation in polycrystalline materials. The proposed model couples two phase-field
models of crack initiation-propagation and grain growth, in which the grain boundary
energy is related to the misorientation angle of the adjacent grains similar to the ReadShockley model for grain boundary energy anisotropy. In this modified phase-field model,
correction parameters are utilized in the total free energy functional and mechanical
equilibrium equations to consider the effect of material strength on crack nucleation and
propagation independent of the regularization parameter. This allows weakening the
strength and crack surface energy along grain boundaries to be correlated to the
misorientation angle in order to control intergranular and/or transgranular crack
propagation. It is assumed that grain boundaries with high energy have lower strength
(and/or lower crack surface energy). The proposed polycrystalline phase-field model for
crack propagation also includes elastic anisotropy based on the grain orientation, grain
boundary energy anisotropy, and misorientation-dependent grain boundary strength. To
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demonstrate the capability of the proposed model, intergranular and transgranular crack
propagation in two-dimensional ZrB2-bicrystals and -polycrystalline systems under tensile
loading are studied to show the effect of misorientation angle, grain boundary inclination,
and grain boundary strength (and/or crack surface energy) on crack propagation path.
Keywords: Brittle fracture, phase-field model, intergranular-transgranular crack
propagation, polycrystalline, ZrB2 ceramics.

1. INTRODUCTION
The failure mechanism and macroscopic mechanical properties of materials depend
on their microstructures, such as grain size and orientation, grain boundary (GB)
characteristics, impurities, and voids. This dependency is more significant for brittle
materials with structural applications, especially those used in extreme environments such
as in high temperatures and corrosive environments. In such environments, grain growth,
phase transformation, and formation of new phases can also affect the crack propagation
behavior and failure of materials.
Some difficulties associated with predicting crack propagation by sharp (or
discrete) crack modeling [1-3], which traces failure on a single or a finite number of surface
interfaces [4], and by smeared crack modeling [5-7], are based on distinguishing crack
propagation by degrading material stiffness. The discontinuity of the displacement field
along the crack surface in sharp crack models makes it difficult to reach stable numerical
solutions. On the other hand, the continuum smeared crack models require assumptions on
the initial size and distribution of micro cracks and they cannot fully describe the growth
of dominant cracks leading to macroscopic failure [8]. Other methods such as the cohesive
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zone method (CZM) [9-11], extended/generalized finite element method (G/XFEM) [1221], meshless method [22, 23], and augmented finite element method (A-FEM) [24] are
currently being used to overcome the difficulties of sharp and smeared crack models. Most
of these methods utilize a predefined crack path and need remeshing to predict crack
propagation and fracture behavior in polycrystalline materials, which is challenging and
computationally expensive. Moreover, three-dimensional (3D) analyses with these
methods often encounter numerical instabilities and convergence problems in capturing
complex crack paths, crack branching, or crack merging. Another serious shortcoming of
these methods, especially for brittle fracture, is that in classical fracture mechanics there is
an unrealistic stress at the crack tip, hence linear elasticity theory for materials undergoing
fracture provides only a relatively accurate description of the displacements in regions
away from the crack tip [25].
There have been some computational studies based on classical continuum
mechanics for investigating the fracture of polycrystalline solids. For example, Sukumar
et al. [26] used XFEM to study intergranular-transgranular crack propagation for different
ratios of fracture toughness of the grain interior and the GB regions. To describe a crack
by XFEM allowing crack propagation inside an element without remeshing, it is required
to construct level set functions, but their implementation will encounter difficulties for
multi cracking or in 3D crack propagation [27]. Using GFEM [28] to study crack
propagation in polycrystalline systems has the same drawbacks of XFEM, moreover the
crack can propagate only along the element edges.
Alveen et al. [29] used the finite volume method to study the effect of
microstructure on the fracture properties of polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PcBN) with
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two different binders, TiN and AlB2, in which clustered BN grains were separated by the
binders. Although their model could predict crack deflections in both binders and BN, the
clustered BN was considered as a single grain and the effect of grain boundaries inside BN
clusters were ignored. One of the recent continuum models, developed by Mousavi et al.
[30], has made some progress towards simulating crack propagation in a heterogeneous
microstructures. In their study, CZM [1] was used for crack propagation in silicon nitride
polycrystalline ceramics. To decrease the mesh dependency of CZM, cohesive elements
were laid along all mesh element edges in the domain of study. This assumption demands
high computational costs. In addition to drawbacks of the CZM, elastic isotropic
constitutive behavior was assumed inside the grains, while mechanical response of silicon
nitride is highly influenced by anisotropy of the microstructure [31, 32]. The application
of the CZM in polycrystalline brittle materials [8, 30, 33, 34] showed that crack paths
depend on mesh and where the cohesive surfaces are placed.
Recently, the phase-field method has emerged as a powerful and unique meso-scale
modeling tool for studying crack formation and propagation in nano and microstructures.
There are a few attempts to utilize phase-field models in studying crack propagation and
fracture behavior in polycrystalline materials, and most of them are based on the
regularized formulation of Griffith’s theory by Borden et al. [35]. Abdollahi and Arias [36]
developed a phase-field model to simulate crack propagation in ferroelectric anisotropic
polycrystalline barium titanate (BaTiO3). In their study the phase-field model for grain
growth proposed by Fan and Chen [37] was utilized to determine the polycrystalline
system. They assumed that the grains were oriented in different crystallographic directions,
and then modified the crack surface energy along the GBs via Gcpolycrystalline

Gcbulk F ( ) in
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which F ( ) controls the weakening of the critical strain energy release rate along the GBs:

F( )

m
2
i 1 i

, where m is the number of crystallographic orientations in the

polycrystalline system and

i

is the orientation phase-field variable. In this model it was

also possible to control the transition between intergranular and transgranular crack
propagation in polycrystalline systems using different expressions for F ( ) [38] and
consequently change the ratio of the crack surface energy along the GB to the crack surface
energy inside the grains; the value of crack surface energy was considered to be
independent of grain misorientation angles. Basically in Abdollahi and Arias’s model [36]
different crystallographic directions were considered, but all the GBs had the same Gc and
the same energy. It is worth mentioning that they suggested more quantitative
investigations by considering the relative physical size of grains and also modification of
the regularized parameter for different length scales.
Nguyen et al. [27] utilized the anisotropic crack surface energy model proposed by
Li et al. [39] to study anisotropic crack propagation in polycrystalline systems. In their
phase-field model, a smeared description of GBs as a cohesive zone [40] was used to define
GBs in the polycrystalline system. One of the limitations of this model, similar to the
Sukumar et al. [26] model, was that GBs could move under mechanical loading. Similar
work has been done by Clayton and Knap [41] to study directional fracture in anisotropic
polycrystalline silicon carbide and zinc. In their model, the GBs in the polycrystalline
system were considered as a glassy material with different properties from inside the
grains’ properties. Based on the Clayton and Knap study [41], if heterogeneity only
produced by elastic anisotropy, not including GB anisotropy, then the crack path in a
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simple tension would be straight. Weak amorphous GB regions (with lower Gc ) led the
crack to propagate intergranular, and strong GB regions showed predominantly
transgranular crack paths. Changing the crystal orientation did not change the stress-strain
curve considerably, however, the anisotropy of the surface energy increased the peak stress.
According to their study, the GB anisotropy or properties have more effect on crack path
compared to the grain elastic anisotropy. Schneider et al. [42] presented a multi-phase-field
crack model based on the phase transformation studies of Nestler et al. [43]. This model
has the ability to connec the GB energy to the misorientation angles between two adjacent
grains. One of the problems with this model was that the value of the phase-field order
parameter goes below zero and above unity if a constraint is not applied on the order
parameter.
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no study of crack propagation in
polycrystalline ceramics in which the GB fracture properties and strength are related to
misorientation angle between adjacent grains. In this study, we present a phase-field model
for crack propagation in a polycrystalline system, and this model includes elastic
anisotropy based on grain orientation and GB energy anisotropy based on GB
misorientations, and it controls the transgranular-intergranular crack propagation based on
the strength of the GB and crack surface energy.

2. METHOD AND APPROACH
The phase-field model used in this study for crack propagation in polycrystalline is
based on the variational formulation [44] of Griffith’s fracture theory [45] in which the
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entire quasi-static processes of crack initiation, propagation and branching are governed by
minimization of the energy functional in Eq. (1):

E (u, )   Fe ( (u))d   Gc  ds ,


(1)



where Fe is the elastic energy density,  (u) is the strain tensor as a function of
displacement, u , Gc is the critical energy release rate or crack surface energy in Griffith’s
theory,  is the domain volume in 3D or area in 2D, and  is the crack surface area. The
regularized formulation of this theory considers cracks to have a finite width over a
diffusive area, and its evolution is governed by local minimization of the total free energy
[44, 46]. This method was named as a phase-field model of crack propagation based on
Griffith’s theory.
In this study, a modified phase-field model, according to Eq. (2) is used. In the
modified model, two correction parameters were introduced to ensure the maximum stress
in front of the crack tip is equal to its counterpart from classical linear elastic fracture
mechanics (CLEFM), and this model also considers the effect of material strength on crack
nucleation and propagation independent of the regularized parameter.
 (1  c )2
2
Ek (u, c )   (c  k ) Fe ( (u))d   Gc A 
 k c  d    t.uds ,
4k




2

(2)

where c is the scalar crack phase-field parameter describing a smooth transition between
unbroken ( c  1 ) and broken ( c  0 ) state of the material, k is a positive regularization
parameter to regulate the fracture zone, and  k is a small (related to k ) residual stiffness
to avoid singularity of the first part of energy in Eq. (2) in fully fractured regions of the
domain. A in Eq. (2) , and B in Eq. (4) are the correction parameters which are defined in
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the modified phase-field model. The first term in Eq. (2) is the stored bulk elastic energy,
the second term is surface energy of the crack, and the last term includes the work
performed by external traction, t , on the boundary,  .
As c is a non-conserved order parameter, the evolution of the crack is in the form
of the Allen-Cahn equation (Eq. (3)). This equation and the mechanical equilibrium
equation (Eq. (4)) were solved simultaneously to predict crack initiation, propagation,
branching, and merging:

 c  M

 E (u, c )
 Ek (u, c )
E (u, c ) 
 M  k
 . k
,
c
c 
 c

div  (u, c )  0 ,  (u,  )  c 2

Fe (ε)

ε

 c 2C : ( Bε) ,

(3)
(4)

where C is the elastic stiffness tensor.

2.1. POLYCRYSTALLINE MODEL
The above model was created for single crystal systems, and to modify this model
for polycrystalline materials, we use a set of non-conserved phase-field parameters ( i ) to
represent the orientations of different grains [47]. The value of these parameters changes
between 0 and 1; it is 1 inside the grains with a particular grain orientation, 0 inside the
grains with other orientations, and it changes smoothly from 0 to 1 at the GBs. The free
energy functional for polycrystalline materials includes the local free energy density which
is related to grains, f , and a gradient term which includes the excess GB and interface
energies. It should be mentioned that such models were developed previously to study grain
growth [47, 48].
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The free energy functional and the evolution equations of i are:
n
k


F    f  g(c ) i (i ) 2  d  ,
i 1 2



(5)

n
n n

 

f     (i )2  (i )4    i2 2j ,
2
4
 i 1 j i
i 1 

(6)

i
F
  Li 
, i  1, 2,..., n ,
t
i

(7)

in which  ,  , and  are phenomenological parameters, ki are the gradient energy
coefficients, n is the number of different grain orientations, and Li is the GB mobility.
The second term in Eq. (5) includes the excess energy of the GBs in the polycrystalline
system which will release in the case of transgranular crack propagation. In this work we
assume a very small mobility to almost eliminate grain boundary movement, and we use
this set up to represent the polycrystalline structure. However, this model can be used later
to simulate crack propagation at high temperatures where grain boundary movement is
expected.
The misorientation angle between two adjacent grains was considered in the GB
energy calculation using the model proposed by A. Kazaryan et al. [47, 49]. In this method,
the gradient energy coefficient was related to the GB energy by Eqs. (8) and (9).

ki  k j E 2 (ij ),ij  i   j ,
E (ij )  E0
where

ij
ij
(1  ln
),    ,
m
 m ij m

(8)
(9)

 i is the orientation angle of a grain which is assumed to be positive

counterclockwise and is measured with respect to the x axis in Figure 1,  ij is the
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misorientation angle between two adjacent grains with orientation angles of

 i and  j ,

k j is a constant, and E (ij ) is the GB energy. Eq. (9) is based on Read-Shockley model
[50] for GB energy with low misorientation GBs in which E0 is the highest GB energy of
a material which is proportional to the total density of dislocations, and  m is the maximum
misorientation angle.

Figure 1. The schematic of various grains, GBs, grain orientation angle, and
misorientation angle between two adjacent grains [47].

The assumption of Eq. (8) that relates the gradient energy coefficient to the GB
energy alters the thickness of GBs (diffusive area between i and  j ) and results in
different GB thicknesses, and this affects the simulation outcomes [49]. The GB thickness
can be calculated from Eq. (10) [49, 51, 52] in which finterf is the value of f at the middle
of the diffuse region between two neighboring grains:

lgb 

ki
finterf

.

(10)
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By imposing the following constraints: f / i  0 and f /  j  0 , the point
(1/




,1/
) is a saddle point; it should be noted that
 0 . With the
  2
  2
  2

assumption of   4 , it is possible to approximate finterf with f saddle [52]. This allows
calculation of f (saddle ) as below.
 2
.
f (saddle ) 
2(  2 )

(11)

Here it is assumed that the thickness for all GBs is equal to the thickness of a GB with
energy of E0 . Based on these two assumptions, and the relationship between phase-field
parameters ( i ), and GB energy ( k j E 2 (ij ) ), and mobility in Eq. (12) [52] , the modified
*
* ,  ,  * and Li can be calculated from Eq. (13). If  , and  were kept to be 1, the

*

modified  * can be calculated according to Eq. (14).
 gb E  ki Li ,

(12)

E 2 (ij )  2
E0
*2

 D, L*i 
Li .
*
*
2
2(  2 )
E0 2(  2)
E (ij )

(13)

*  

1  2D
.
4D

(14)

In this study, the steady–state quasi-static form of the grain growth model was used
to represent the polycrystalline structure. It should be noted that the effect of GBs on crack
propagation is introduced by considering GB strength, and GB energy does not affect crack
propagation. So in the numerical simulations in this study, a constant energy of E0 ,
independent of misorientation angle between two adjacent grains, was considered for all
GBs, and there was no need to use the modification of Eqs. (13) and (14). Consequently,
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g(c ) in Eq. (5) does not affect the results of crack propagation in this study. GB thickness
effects within the framework proposed in this paper will be discussed in a separate article
to study crack propagation at elevated temperatures where grain growth may be experience.

2.2. STRENGTH OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES
Most of previous studies on intergranular and transgranular crack propagation in
polycrystalline materials simulated the weakness of GBs by assuming a lower fracture
toughness (lower Gc) [27, 36, 39, 40, 42] with respect to the grain interiors. As these models
did not consider the strength of the material in their formulations, they could not consider
the effect of GB strength. In this study the modified phase-field model was considered for
crack propagation in which correction factors were utilized in a total free energy functional
for the diffusive crack area to have the maximum stress in front of the crack tip the same
as its counterpart from CLEFM, and consider the effect of material strength in the
formulation.
We assume that the strength of a GB between two grains is related to their
misorientation angle, so that GBs with higher energy have lower strength. As an example,
two models for the GB strength are shown in Eqs. (15) and (16) as Case1 and Case2,
respectively. These cases were similar to the relationship between GB energy and
misorientation angle in the Read-Shockley model [50]:


ij
ij 
Case1:  u GB (ij )   u bulk 1 (1   )( )(1  ln
)


m
m



 u bulk

ij   m  25
ij   m  25

,

(15)
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ij
ij 
Case 2:  u GB (ij )   u bulk 1  (1   )( ) 2 (1  ln
)      25
m
 m  ij m
,

 u bulk
ij   m  25

(16)

where  u bulk (0    1) is the minimum strength along GBs; it is assumed that after a
certain misorientation angle,  m , for which the energy of the GB reaches the highest
possible value, the strength along the GB cannot decrease anymore. Similar to strength,
GB critical crack surface energy, Gc , can be related to the misorientation angles between
two grains which will be discussed more in the numerical results section.
It is possible to calibrate the phase-field model for crack propagation in
polycrystalline systems by using the experimental data. The main advantage of considering
the effect of material strength in the model is that it will provide more flexibility for
calibration by choosing different models to relate the strength and/or Gc along GBs to the
GB misorientation angle.
Figure 2 shows the assumed relationship between strength along GBs and
misorientation angle in Eqs. (15) and (16) in which   0.25 . In the Read-Shockley model
[50], the energy of the GB increases with increasing misorientation angle, and after a
particular misorientation angle,  m , the energy of the GB reaches the highest value. In Eqs.
(15) and (16). It is assumed that after a certain misorientation angle (  m  25 for ZrB2
[53]) the strength along the GB cannot decrease and the lowest strength is 0.25 u bulk . The
value of this limit strength (  u bulk ) will be discussed in section 3. As depicted in Figure
2, the main difference between Case1, and Case2 is how the strength changes versus
misorientation angle (  ij ); in Case1, it changes very sharply at the lower  ij , and in Case2
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the relationship is approximately linear. In all simulations in this study, Case1 was
considered as an example to model weakness of GBs since there is no data on GB strength.

Figure 2. Relationship between strength along GBs and misorientation angle between two
adjacent grains for Cases 1 and 2 in Eqs. (15) and (16).

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the numerical results for crack propagation based on the proposed
model in section 2 are discussed. At first, the effects of misorientation angle between two
grains, and GB orientation with respect to the initial crack direction, are studied in a bicrystal. Then, intergranular and transgranular crack propagation are investigated in a
polycrystalline system. We also utilize the modeling results of Abdollahi and Arias [36] to
further discuss our results for bi-crystal and polycrystalline systems.
The coupled equations, including crack evolution, grain growth, and mechanical
equilibrium equations, were solved in a finite element framework using the mathematics
module in COMSOL Multiphysics [54]. Linear Lagrangian elements were used in all
simulations. An adaptive time step is used to solve nonlinear equations with the maximum
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time-step size of 105 s . All the simulations were performed on a desktop computer with
two Xeon Phi processors (E5-2687W- total of 40 CPU cores) and 128 GB of RAM. The
material properties of ZrB2 listed in Table 1 were used in this paper. Also, it was assumed
that  ,  , and  are 1 similar to previous phase-field models of grain growth [47, 49],
k=0.005H, and M  1m3 / Js . The value of E0 was considered to be 1.79 J / m2 for ZrB2
based the work by Lawson et al. [55]. In all examples, a displacement of u * (= u  t ) was
imposed to cause crack propagation in mode-I fracture.

u is a uniform displacement rate

of 20μm / s . According to the mesh study in [56], h(mesh size)=0.4k is considered in all
the numerical simulations in this study.

Table 1. Material parameters for ZrB2 [57] used in phase-field simulations.
E



Gc

s

500 GPa

0.13

24 J / m2

350 MPa

3.1. BI-CRYSTAL SYSTEM
To study the effects of misorientation angle between two grains, GB orientation,
and the strength of the GB on crack propagation, phase-field simulations were performed
for several ZrB2 bi-crystals. Figure 3 shows the geometry of a bi-crystal system with height
of H  1mm and width of L  0.5mm . Bi-crystals contain one grain with orientation angle
of 1  0 , and the other grain with orientation angle of

,

,

or 25 . It was

assumed that k j  1 cm6 / J 2 , and Li  104 s-1 in Eqs. (5) and (7). As shown in Figure 4(a)(d), by increasing the misorientation angle between the two grains, crack propagation
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changed from transgranular to transgranular-intergranular and then to completely
intergranular for approximately 2  25 . This occurred because the GBs with higher GB
energy are weaker (i.e., have lower strength) and are more favorable for crack deflections.
In this example, the GB plane angle was kept constant (   45 ) and GB fracture toughness
was assumed to be the same as that of the grain.

Figure 3. Geometry and structure of bi-crystal to study the effect of GB strength on crack
propagation.

Figure 4. Effect of misorientation angle on crack propagation in a bi-crystal for (   45 ).
The misorientation angle increases from (a) to (d).
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Figure 5(a)-(d) show how the GB orientation between grains can affect the crack
path for two GB misorientation angles of ij  25 and ij  20 . In Figure 4(d), for   45
and ij  25 , the crack was completely deflected along the GB (intergranular crack
propagation). Increasing the slope of the GB from 45 to

resulted in changing the crack

path from completely intergranular (Figure 4(d)) to intergranular-transgranular
propagation (Figure 5(a) and (b)). On the other hand, for ij  20 and   45 in Figure
5(c), it was expected that decreasing the slope of the GB makes the GB more favorable for
crack deflection; as it is shown in Figure 5(c) and (d), by decreasing slope of the GB from
45 to 35 , cracks propagated completely intergranular.

Figure 5. Effect of grain boundary orientation on intergranular-transgranular crack
propagation, grain boundary inclination was increased in (a) and (b), and decreased in (c)
and (d).

If the properties of the GB were the same as the bulk, elastic anisotropy would not
have a significant effect on crack path [41]. As in our proposed model, the properties of
GB, strength (Eq. (15)) and Gc (variable Gc will be discussed in next example) are
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different from grain interiors, and elastic anisotropy can affect the crack path. Figure 6(a)
presents the maximum strength along the GB with respect to the misorientation angle (  ij
) for which intergranular crack propagation occurs. The results are presented for
and 50 in a bi-crystal system for three values of  ij

,

,

and 22 . This diagram

shows that for each  and  ij , if the GB strength is lower than the calculated maximum
strength in Figure 6, then the cracks will propagate along the GB (intergranular crack
propagation). Any GB having a strength above the plotted curves is too strong to promote
crack propagation only along the GB. As an example in Figure 6(b) for   45 , these two
regions for GB strength are shown. For each considered  , by increasing  ij , the crack
propagation along the GB will be more favorable, and it is possible to have intergranular
crack propagation with a higher strength for the GB. Figure 6(a) shows that the relationship
between  ij and the maximum GB strength is the same for different values of  . However,
lower  (i.e., the initial crack direction is more aligned with the GB orientation) is more
favorable to have crack deflection along the GB and the maximum GB strength can also
be higher.
The phase-field model for crack propagation in polycrystalline materials proposed
by Abdollahi and Arias [36] is used for comparison. In their model, the crack surface
energy along all the GBs was reduced uniformly and independent of GB orientation, by
using Eq. (17):
n

Gcpolycrystalline

Gcbulk F ( )

Gcbulk

2
i
i 1

.

(17)
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Figure 6. Diagram of (a) maximum GB strength versus misorientation angle to have
intergranular crack propagation for different GB inclination, (b) graphical explanation of
two regions for GB strength to have intergranular and transgranular crack propagation.

Figure 7(a) shows crack propagation in a bi-crystal by the phase-field model of
Abdollahi and Arias [36]; the geometry and boundary conditions are the same as in Figure
3 with   45 and ij  15 , and Gc is reduced along the GB to 0.5Gc according to Eq.(13).
This simulation shows that decreasing Gc to 50% did not affect the crack path. Moreover,
n

in Figure 7(b), decreasing the crack surface energy to 0.125Gc, by considering Gcbulk

4
i
i 1

n

instead of Gcbulk

2
i

in Eq. (17), had no significant effect on crack path. In Figure 7(c)

i 1

the crack path using a modified phase-field model is presented with   0.25 in Eq. (15)
which considered a reduced strength of 32% along the GB. For crack paths in Figure 7(d),
in addition to strength, crack surface energy along the GB was related to misorientation
angle similar to strength in Eq.(15):


ij
ij 
GcGB (ij )  Gcbulk 1 (1   )( )(1  ln
)


m
m 

bulk
 Gc

ij   m  25
ij   m  25

,

(18)
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where  Gcbulk (0     1) is the minimum critical crack surface energy along GBs; this
equation means that to reduce GcGB by 0.125Gc for ij  15 ,   should be 0.034. Crack
paths using the modified phase-field model with the reduced strength (   0.25 ), and a
reduced critical crack surface energy along the GB by 0.125Gc is presented in Figure 7(d).
In our proposed model, intergranular-transgranular crack propagation can be controlled by
changing both σ and Gc along GBs.

Figure 7. Crack propagation in a bi-crystal using phase-field model based on [36] with
(a) GcGB  0.5Gc , (b) GcGB  0.125Gc , and modified phase-field model with   0.25 in
Eq.(15) and (c) GcGB  Gc , (d) GcGB  0.125Gc .

3.2. POLYCRYSTALLINE SYSTEM
In Figure 8 (a) the microstructure and orientation of grains for a polycrystalline
ZrB2 with a boundary size of L  2.5μm is presented. It was assumed that k j  10 mm6 / J 2
, and Li  104 s-1 in Eqs. (5) and (7). Relating the GB energy to the misorientation angles
according to Eqs. (8) and (9) causes different diffusive areas (GB thicknesses) between
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different grains (Figure 8 (c)). Proposed modifications according to Eqs. (13) and (14)
made all GB thicknesses the same, as is shown in Figure 8 (b).

Figure 8. Schematic of (a) the polycrystalline ceramic used to study GB thickness.
Simulated GB thickness (b) with modifying, and (c) without modifying the coefficients in
Eq. (13) and (14).

As explained earlier, in this study, all GBs are assumed to have the same energy
but different strength, because GB energy contribution is not affecting the free energy of
fracture in Eq. (2), and we are not concerned with GB movement in this work. On the other
hand, GB strength will affect the total free energy functional of fracture and the mechanical
equilibrium of the proposed phase-field model for crack propagation. To determine the
effect of GB strength on crack propagation, a boundary condition similar to Figure 3 was
considered for the microstructure depicted in Figure 8(a). Utilizing the phase-field model
of Abdollahi and Arias [36], Figure 9(a) shows crack propagation in the assumed
polycrystalline ZrB2 material; a lower crack surface energy along all GBs was considered
n

independent of misorientation angles, according to Gcpolycrystalline

Gcbulk

2
i
i 1

. Decreasing
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the GB crack surface energy made the GB between grains 1 and 2, on the left side of the
sample, to favor intergranular crack propagation.

Figure 9. Crack propagation in a polycrystalline ZrB2 ceramics, (a) based on the proposed
n

model from Ref. [36] for Gcpolycrystalline

Gcbulk

2
i

, modified phase-field model: (b)

i 1

using reduced σ and Gc along GBs based on Eqs. (15) and (18), and (c) using just reduced
σ.

Simulation results with our model for the same polycrystalline system in Figure
8(8) are presented in Figure 9(b). In this simulation, both GB strength and crack surface
energy changed versus GB misorientation by Eqs. (15) and (18) (with      0.25 ),
respectively. In Figure 9(b), crack initiated from the middle of the sample (left side), and
then propagated. Before the crack reached the GB between grains 1 and 2 on the left,
another crack initiated at the intersection of this GB on the left side of the sample, with the
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crack propagating along the GB and then propagating as an intergranular crack. In Figure
9(c), only GB strength was reduced using   0.25 in Eq. (15), and the GB crack surface
energy was assumed to be the same as the grain interior. Results show that by relating σ
and Gc along GBs, the proposed model has more degrees of freedom in terms of
intergranular-transgranular crack propagation.

4. CONCLUSION
A phase-field model based on a modified form of the regularized formulation of
Griffith’s theory was presented to investigate intergranular and transgranular crack
propagation in polycrystalline materials. GB fracture properties and strength were related
to misorientation angle between the adjacent grains in which a grain boundary with low
energy, based on the Read-Shockley model, has higher strength and lower crack surface
energy. It was assumed that after a certain misorientation angle,  m , for which the GB
energy reaches the highest value, the strength and the crack surface energy reach minimum
values, lower than those of the grain interior. Considering the strength of the GBs in the
crack model is more physical than including their crack surface energy, therefore the
proposed model which imposes lower strength for GBs, has more capability in quantitative
simulation of crack propagation.
One important feature of the proposed model for crack propagation in
polycrystalline systems is considering the mobility of GBs based on grain growth, and the
GB energy as a function of GB misorientation angles.

Relating GB energy to

misorientation angle alters the thickness of the GBs which can affect the results. We also
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proposed a modification for the parameters in the polycrystalline model to have GBs with
the same thickness but different energies.
Simulations in a bi-crystal system showed how intergranular or transgranular crack
propagation can be promoted by certain combinations of GB properties, GB misorientation
angle, and GB orientation with respect to initial crack direction. GBs with a high
misorientation angle, which have a low strength, promote intergranular crack propagation.
The maximum value of strength in bi-crystal systems were calculated for different
misorientation angles for which the crack completely deflects along the GB (intergranular
crack propagation). The simulation results for polycrystalline system showed that the
proposed model can be calibrated according to the experimental results in terms of
intergranular-transgranular crack propagation by changing σ and/or Gc along GBs.
The developed multi-phase-field models in this work have significantly advanced
the computational modeling capability for predicting crack propagation in multi-phase and
polycrystalline material systems by including the strength of GBs in the formulation of
crack propagation in polycrystalline systems.
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ABSTRACT
A modified phase-field model based on Griffith’s theory was used to quantitatively
evaluate the effective fracture toughness of ZrB2-based composite ceramics with different
engineered microarchitectures. The modified phase-field model for crack propagation
considers the effect of strength on crack nucleation and propagation independent of the
regularization parameter. Also, this model equates the maximum stress in front of the crack
tip to the stress predicted by classical fracture mechanics. First the critical crack surface
energy was numerically calculated in a homogenous ZrB2 sample, then the effective
fracture toughness was predicted for different percentages of C in a ZrB2–C fibrous
monolith composite ceramic. Then, the results were compared with experimental data.
Fibrous monoliths with 10 vol%, and 30 vol% C had the same effective fracture toughness.
Increasing the C content to 50 vol% significantly dropped the effective fracture toughness,
which was in agreement with the experimental results. Our numerical results showed that
replacing hexagonal ZrB2 cells with cylindrical ones of the same surface area make the
effective toughness of the fibrous monolith to be more sensitive to the C content; by
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increasing C volume content, the effective fracture toughness will drop significantly.
Predicting the effective fracture toughness of engineered composite ceramics having
phases with different properties and architectures can be used to guide designing
composites with enhanced damage tolerance.
Keywords: effective toughness, phase-field model, engineered architecture ZrB2-based
composite ceramics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Materials that can be used in extreme environments such as high temperature,
severe thermal gradients, and aggressive chemical environments need to have specific
properties such as high melting point, excellent strength and thermal shock resistance, as
well as relatively good chemical stability. Such demanding requirements limit the potential
materials to such a few choices such as ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs); these
materials are typically non-oxide with melting/decomposition temperatures in excess of
3000°C. Examples include borides, nitrides and carbides of group IV-V transition metals
[1, 2]. Diboride materials, especially ZrB2 and HfB2, are of the most interest as they have
a good oxidation resistance [3, 4] as well.
The main weaknesses of UHTCs are their brittle fracture behavior and low damage
tolerance, which have limited their applications. Cook and Gordon [5] introduced the idea
that it is possible to control crack propagation in a brittle material by adding particular
microstructural features that change the crack path. Later on, Clegg et. al. [6] showed that
by separating strong phase layers with weak interphases, a brittle composite ceramics can
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fail in a non-brittle manner. This is based on the fact that the fracture toughness can be
increase by deflecting the crack through different phases.
Several attempts have been made to process and characterize mechanical and
thermal properties of different engineered architectures for ZrB2-based composite ceramics
[2, 7-14]. As an example Figure 1 shows the flexural stress-deflection for single phase ZrB2
ceramics, and fibrous monolith (FM) structures of ZrB2-C containing three volume percent
C. The ZrB2 hexagons are surrounded by C shell in the architecture. As it is depicted, ZrB2
by itself behaves in a brittle manner; there is no inelastic work of fracture. On the other
hand in all three FM micro structures, the material shows some ductility. In the same way,
Figure 2 depicted the difference between ZrB2, and laminate ZrB2-C composite behavior
after cracking.

Figure 1. Fibrous monoliths ZrB2-C: (a) Flexural stress-deflection diagram measured
from four point bending test according to ASTM C1161-13 [15], (b)-(d) micro graph of
FM micro-architecture with three volume percent of C. This experiment has performed
by ultra-high temperature research group at Missouri S&T.
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Previous experimental work [7-12] in the literature for developing composite
ceramics has laid out the initial path for improving the fracture toughness of UHTCs,
however there were mostly based on trial and error experiments. This study is aimed at
developing a computational framework that could not only be used to study crack
propagation in composite ceramics, but also to design and optimize the architectures and
properties of phases to maximize the fracture toughness and damage tolerance of composite
ceramics. The outcomes are expected to guide the experiments in manufacturing UHTCs
with improved fracture toughness.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Laminate ZrB2-C: (a) Four point bending test according to ASTM C1161-13
[15] for a laminate ZrB2-C micro structure, (b) load-displacement diagram for brittle
ZrB2 and laminate structure. This experiment has been performed by ultra-high
temperature research group at Missouri S&T.

2. METHOD AND APPROACH
A phase-field model based on the regularized formulation of Griffith’s fracture
theory [16] was used in which the entire quasi-static process of crack initiation, propagation
and branching is governed by the minimization of an energy functional ( Ek (u, c ) ). This
functional is the variation formulation [17, 18] of Griffith’s theory in the form of Eq. (19)
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in which the crack was considered to be a phase with the evolution equation of Eq. (20),
and the mechanical equilibrium equation in form of Eq. (21).

 (1  c )2
2
Ek (u, c )   (c 2  k ) Fe ( (u))d   Gc A*  
 k c  d    t.uds , (19)
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Fe (ε)
 c 2C : ( B* ε) ,
ε

(21)

div  (u, c )  0 ,  (u,  )  c 2

where Fe is the elastic energy density;  (u) is the strain tensor as a function of
displacement, u ; Gc is the critical energy release rate or crack surface energy in Griffith’s
theory for admissible crack set    ; t is the external traction applied on the boundary
of  ; and C is the elastic stiffness tensor. c is the scalar crack phase-field parameter
describing a smooth transition between the unbroken ( c  1 ) and broken ( c  0 ) state of
the material, k is a positive regularization parameter to regulate the fracture zone and  k
is a small (related to k ) residual stiffness to avoid singularity in the first part of energy in
Eq. (19) in fully fractured regions of the domain.
A* in Eq. (19) ,and B* in Eq. (21) are the correction parameters defined in the
modified phase-field model to consider the effect of material strength independent of the
regularized parameter, also to ensure that the maximum stress in front of the crack tip is
equal to its counterpart calculated from classical linear elastic fracture mechanics
(CLEFM) prediction. It should be noted that A* and B* are only applied in the diffusive
crack area where   1 , and they are 1 in uncracked regions:
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B*  [ -1] + B 1  [ -1] ,
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where  s is the material strength, and [ -1] is the Heaviside step function.
The irreversibility of the phase-field variable,  , prevents crack healing. This
constraint was introduced by the method proposed by Miehe [19], which introducing a
local strain-history field of maximum strain energy density:
Fe* (ε(u), t)  max Fe* (ε(u), s) .

(26)

s[0,t ]

To calculate the effective fracture toughness, the approach proposed by Hossein et
al. [24] of surfing boundary condition was used. In this method a steadily propagating
mode-I crack opening displacement is applied as a boundary condition to a large domain,
and then the crack is allowed to propagate based on minimization of free energy. For a
mode-I crack, the displacement fields in front of the crack tip are [20]:
u x  K
u*     I
u y  4G

r
2


3 

(4  3) cos  cos 


2
2 ,


 (4  1) sin   sin 3 


2
2 


(27)

where r is a vector with its origin at the crack tip that extends to the point of interest in
front of the crack, r  r is the magnitude of the vector r ,  is the angle between the
orientation of the crack and r ( 180    180 ) with positive values for counter-
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clockwise rotation, and K I is the mode-I stress intensity factor, and   2(1   ) in plane
strain and   2(1   ) in plane stress.
To calculate the fracture toughness for a heterogeneous system, a time-dependent
steady crack opening displacement, moving with a uniform velocity of v , according to Eq.
(28), is applied with a given KI and effective elastic modulus of the heterogeneous system,
Eeff according to the rule-of-mixtures prediction (eq. (29)) was used:

u = u*(x - vt, y)

on  ,

Eeff = E1 A1 + E2 A2 ,

(28)
(29)

in which, Ei is the elastic modulus, and Ai is the total surface of phase i (Vi, the total
volume of phase i in a 3-dimentional system). The microstructure was kept in the core of a
homogenous elastic system with the elastic modulus of Eeff to ensure that the J-integral
can be used to evaluate the effective fracture toughness for the heterogeneous system [24];
the energy release rate can then be calculated via the path-independent J-integral [20]:
u


J    Fe dy -Ti i ds  ,

x 


(30)

where Ti are the traction components on the boundary of  . It should be noted that, in
numerical simulations, the critical crack surface energy will be amplified by [18] according
to the mesh size, h:
Gcnum  Gc (1  h / 4k )

(31)

By assuming a base value for Young’s modulus, E0, and a length scale according
to Eq. (32), and dividing the total energy in Eq. (19) to E0 L30 , Eqs. (20) and (21) can be
normalized and dimensionless,
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Gc *
L0 .
E

(32)

L*0 is an arbitrary dimensionless coefficient. The non-dimensional forms of Eqs. (20) and

(21), are the same as the dimensional forms, except each quantity is replaced by its nondimensional quantity as below.
C

G

C
k
1
u
.
, Gc  c ,  s  s , k  ,   , u 
E0
E0 L0
E0
L0
L0
L0

(33)

To study a heterogeneous system, including two phases with significantly different
material properties, from Eq. (32), L0 will be different. As k should be the same for two
phases, according to Eq. (33), k will not be the same in dimensionless form. To have the
same regularized parameter in both dimensional, and dimensionless, form of the equations
in a two-phase heterogeneous system, instead of L0 from Eq. (32), the length scale defined
in Eq. (34) can be used.

L0 

Gc1Gc 2 *
L0
E1E2

(34)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, at first, the critical crack surface energy was numerically calculated
in a homogenous ZrB2 sample to see how the value of KI in the applied displacement affects
the results. Then, the fracture properties, including crack path and fracture toughness, were
studied in a FM ZrB2-C ceramic with different contents of C. At the end, the effect of
different microstructures, with the same surface area, on the effective fracture toughness
was discussed. The coupled equations, including crack evolution, grain growth, and
mechanical equilibrium equations, have been solved in a finite element framework using
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the mathematics module in COMSOL Multiphysics [21]. Linear Lagrangian elements were
used in all simulations. Adaptive time step has been used to solve nonlinear equations with
a maximum time-step size of 0.5s in dimensionless form of the equations. All the
simulations were performed on a desktop computer with two Xeon Phi processors (E52687W- total of 40 CPU cores) and 128 GB RAM. The material parameters for ZrB2, and
C are summarized in Table 1. It is assumed that h=0.4k in all simulations.

Table 1. Material properties used in the phase-field simulations.
E ( GPa )



Gc ( J/m2 )

 s ( MPa )

ZrB2 [22]

500

0.13

24

350

Pyrolytic C [23]

13

0.22

22

9.6

3.1. VERIFICATION ON HOMOGENEOUS ZRB2
A 1mm  2 mm rectangular domain of homogeneous ZrB2 with the properties
summarized in Table 1 was considered. In this example, the goal was verifying the
dependency of the calculated critical crack surface energy with the value of KI in the
applied displacement, and the regularized parameter, k. Here, the results for k=0.05×1 mm,
and KI =4×105 were presented. It was assumed that L*0  106 , and E0  1kPa . Figure 3 (a)
shows the simulation setup, and the propagated crack resulting from surfing boundary
condition with the non-dimensional parameters as here:
L0  4.8 105 m, E  500 106 , Gc  500,  s  3.5 105

(35)
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Figure 3. Homogeneous ZrB2: (a) Geometry in dimensionless form, and (b) propagated
crack resulting from surfing boundary condition.

Figure 4. The calculated J-integral versus time for a homogeneous ZrB2.

The calculated J-integral on the boundary versus time for a homogeneous ZrB2
ceramics presented in Figure 4. To have better discussion on the results, the dimensional
calculated J-integral was shown here which is amplified according to mesh size (Eq. (31)
). The value of the J-integral started from 13 J/m2 which is the value of the considered Gc
in applied displacement. At this point  started to decrease from 1. By moving the applied
boundary surfing to the right, the value of the J-integral at the boundaries increases to a
maximum value where at this point   0 . Up to here, since the J-integral is lower than Gc
for ZrB2, the crack does not grow. The initiated crack was shown in Figure 3. After this
point, the crack begins to grow and the value of the J-integral drops to the value of the
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material Gc (~26 J/m2), and by propagating the crack in a steady form, the J-integral reaches
24 J/m2, which is the critical crack surface energy of ZrB2.

3.2. EFFECTIVE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS FOR ZRB2-C FIBROUS
MONOLITHS
A FM structure consists of a major brittle phase (80–90 vol%) called “strong cells”
which are surrounded by a thin continuous “ cell boundary” phase (10–20 vol%) of a
weaker material [13]. In the fibrous monolithic structure considered in this study,
hexagonal ZrB2-rich (80%ZrB2+20%C) cells are covered with a thin C-rich
(20%ZrB2+80%C) layer. The dimension of the ZrB2-rich cells and the thickness of the Crich layer in a 10 vol% C-rich fibrous monolithic composite ceramics is shown in Figure
5(a); the dimensions are based on the experimental results from our group. Figure 5(b)
presents the computational model for the 10 vol% C FM which is surrounded with a 0.05
mm homogeneous material. The material properties for each of the phases, including the
homogeneous material, were calculated using Eq. (29). An offset initial crack with the
thickness of 5% (=k) of the sample height is considered in the homogeneous material.

Figure 5. In a 10 vol% C of FM composite ceramics: (a)The dimension of the ZrB2-rich
cells and the thickness of the C-rich layer, and (b) the computational model for the 10
vol% C FM which is surrounded with a 0.05 mm homogeneous material.
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In Figure 6, the crack path, the calculated J-integral versus time, and the position
of the crack tip corresponding to some critical points in the J-integral diagram are presented
for the 10 vol% C FM. Similar to the diagram of J for homogeneous ZrB2, the first peak in
Figure 6(a) is related to the beginning of crack propagation in the C-rich phase, then J drops
to the GC of the C-rich phase (~22 J/m2). After this point, commonly, the J value calculated
on the boundaries increases as the crack deflects around the edges of the ZrB2-rich cells.
With the crack passing through the weaker region and deflecting around the stiff regions,
a toughening due to elastic, and strength heterogeneity is happened. The maximum value
of the calculated J-integral was ~38 J/m2 which is 58% higher than the value of Gc in ZrB2rich phases.

Figure 6. Fibrous monolith ZrB2-C: (a) Crack propagation in a 10 vol% C content, and
(b) the calculated J-integral versus time.
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Figure 7(a) shows how changing the volume percent of the phases affects the
effective fracture toughness. Increasing the soft C-rich layer content from 10 vol% to 30
vol% did not have a significant effect on the calculated J-integral. On the other hand, by
increasing the C content to 50 vol%, the maximum fracture toughness dropped and reached
to the fracture toughness of the C-rich phase (~22 J/m2). This behavior is similar to the
experimental measurements for force-displacement in four-point bending tests of the FM
composite ceramics as was depicted in Figure 1; the force-displacement response had a
noticeable drop for 50 vol% C. The crack path for each case was presented in Figure 7(b)(d).

Figure 7. ZrB2-C FM: (a) calculated J-integral versus time for different volume percent of
C-rich phase, crack path for (b) 10 vol% C, (c) 30 vol% C, and (d) 50 vol% C.
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3.3. EFFECTIVE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS FOR CIRCLE-CELL ZRB2-C
FIBROUS MONOLITHS
To study the effect of the shape of the strong phase in ZrB2-C FMs in improving
the effective fracture toughness of the architecture structure, hexagonal ZrB2-rich cells
were replaced by the circular cells with the same surface area. In Figure 8(a) calculated Jintegral versus time for different volume percent of C-rich phase was shown.

Figure 8. In circular cell FM ZrB2-C: (a) calculated J-integral versus time for different
volume percent of C-rich phase, and crack path for (b) 10 vol% C, (c) 30 vol% C, and
(d) 50 vol% C.

The positions and the number of peak point (local maximum crack surface energy)
in the calculated J diagram were not the same in both architectures even through the same
volume of C. This means that the toughening process is different for each structure. In both
diagrams of Figure 8(a), and Figure 8(a), increasing the volume percent of C decreased the
J-integral. Unlike FMs with hexagonal cells, increasing the volume of the C phase from
10% to 30% resulted in a significant drop in the J-integral for circular cells. This means
that the effective fracture toughness in FMs with round cell are more sensitive to the
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thickness of the C boundary phase. In Figure 9, the crack path, the calculated J-integral
versus time, and the position of the crack tip corresponding to some critical points in the Jintegral diagram are presented for the 10 vol% C in a circular cell FM.

Figure 9. In a 10 vol% C circular cell FM: (a) crack propagation, and (b) the calculated Jintegral versus time.

4. CONCLUSION
A modified phase-field model based on Griffith’s theory, in which the effect of
strength on crack nucleation and propagation was considered, utilized in quantitative
evaluation of the effective fracture toughness in different engineered architectures of ZrB2based composite ceramics.
Calculation of the effective fracture toughness for different content of C in a ZrB2
–C FM architecture showed that FM with 10 vol%, and 30 vol% C had a similar effective
fracture toughness. On the other hand, increasing the volume of the C-phase to 50 vol%
significantly dropped the effective fracture toughness, and these results were in agreement
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with experiments. Our numerical results showed that replacing hexagonal ZrB2 cells with
the circular cells of the same surface area made the effective toughness of the FM to be
more sensitive to C content. Predicting the effective fracture toughness of engineered
architectures having phases with different material properties and microarchitectures can
be used to guide designing composites with enhanced damage tolerance.
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SECTION
3. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK
This Ph.D. research aimed to develop a multi-phase-field model capable of
predicting both the crack path and the force-displacement response in homogeneous and
heterogeneous single-phase and multi-phase materials to better understand their fracture
behavior and also to design microarchitectures for improved fracture toughness. The
proposed model overcomes a major deficiency of the previous phase-field models based
on Griffith’s theory which do not consider strength in their formulations. In previous
models, two materials with the same elastic modulus and crack surface energy would show
the same fracture behavior regardless of their strength. Two correction parameters were
introduced in the total free energy functional and mechanical equilibrium equation of the
proposed phase-field model, which constrained the maximum stress in front of the crack
tip to be equal to the stress predicted by CLEFM. Also, unlike other phase-field models,
the effect of strength on crack nucleation and propagation was considered independent of
the regularization parameter. The two correction parameters only acted on the diffusive
crack areas as the behavior in the intact areas was already captured with the previous
models.
To study crack propagation in polycrystalline ceramic systems, this work was
concerned with the development of a phase-field model including the following
characteristics: elastic anisotropy with grains based on the orientation of the grains, GB
energy anisotropy based on misorientation angles of neighboring grains, and GB strength
and crack surface energy to control or promote transgranular or intergranular crack
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propagation. This study is the first attempt in simulating crack propagation in
polycrystalline ceramics in which the GB fracture properties and strength were related to
misorientation angle between adjacent grains.
The significant advantages of the proposed model were revealed in multi-phase
systems with considerably different material properties for different phases in which
utilizing the same regularized parameter allows imposing different material strengths for
different phases. As an example, crack propagation in laminated ZrB2 -C composites were
simulated. Unlike the modified phase-field and experiments, no crack deflection in C
layers was identified by the previous phase-field models. The modified phase-field model
is able to simulate crack propagation and deflection in multi-phase materials. The proposed
correction parameters enable consideration of similar diffusive crack thicknesses in
different phases independent of property differences between the phases, which will also
allow for future studies of crack propagation at different length scales.
The proposed model also has created a framework that can incorporate temperaturedependent properties and complex residual strain fields in future studies of crack
propagation in extreme environments.
 Recommendations for future work


Extending the modified phase field model in a 3D study of Mode-I, Mode-II and ModeIII crack propagation
In addition to modifying the formulation from 2D to 3D, to be able to use this model

in complicated cases, it is necessary to decompose the elastic strain energy density for
distinguishing between fracture behavior in tension and compression and preventing from
interpenetration of the crack phases. A phase-field model for crack propagation which has
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this characteristic is called an anisotropic phase-field model. There are a few methods in
the literature which can be used for this purpose [32, 35, 41].


Developing a phase-field model for ductile fracture in elastic-plastic solid
In order to extend the proposed phase-field model for ductile fracture, it is

necessary to modify the free energy functional and the stress-based phase-field driving
force function in brittle fracture to account for a coupled elasto-plastic response [34]. Also,
the large strain response should be accounted for [42] [43].


Quantitative study of crack propagation in ZrB2 polycrystalline at elevated
temperature
To study crack propagation in polycrystalline system at elevated temperatures, it is

necessary to consider the interaction between crack propagation and grain boundary
movement. It is required to calibrate the phase-field model based on experimental
observation of intergranular and transgranular crack propagation in polycrystalline ZrB2
by utilizing SEM imaging and EBSD to determine the orientation of the grains along the
crack path. According to experimental observations, and based on the misorientation angles
that promote crack deflection along GBs, proper relations of strength and fracture
toughness versus misorientation angles.


Predicting fracture behavior of engineered composite ceramics at elevated
temperatures
The modified phase-field model can be used to study fracture behavior of

composite ceramics at different temperatures by considering temperature dependent
material properties and thermal expansion coefficients.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, phase diagrams of a modified two-mode phase-field crystal (PFC) that
show two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) crystallographic structures were
determined by utilizing a free energy minimization method. In this study the modified twomode PFC model (presented by E. Asadi and M. Asle Zaeem, Comput. Mater. Sci. 2015)
was used, in which the free energy can be exactly minimized in each stable crystal structure
allowing calculation of accurate phase diagrams for two-mode PFC models. Different
crystal structures, such as square, triangle, body-centered cubic (bcc), face-centered cubic
(fcc), and stripe lattice structures as well as their coexistence regions were considered in
the calculations. The model parameters were discussed to calculate phase diagrams that
can be used as a guideline by other researchers for studying solidification and solid state
phase transformation using two-mode PFC model.
Keywords: Two-mode phase-field crystal; phase diagram; crystallographic structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The phase-field crystal (PFC) model is a reformulation of the Swift-Hohenberg [1]
Equation, a model for simulation of non-conserved thermal fluctuation fields in the
Rayleigh-Benard convection problem [2], with conserved dynamics. The PFC model
contains atomistic scale details and works on diffusive time scales, and it can be directly
derived by approximations from density functional theory [3]. Therefore essential physics
of the material such as elasticity, plasticity, dislocation and grain boundary formation are
inherently incorporated in the PFC model. PFC models were successfully utilized in many
different studies in materials science [3]. Different phenomena such as solidification [4, 5],
binary alloy crystallization [6-9], Kirkendall effect [10], and grain-boundary premelting
[11] were studied by utilizing different PFC models. Also different properties such as the
bulk modulus and grain-boundary energies [12], crystal-melt interfacial free-energy [1214], and stacking faults [15] were calculated using this robust model.
The original PFC model is frequently called one-mode PFC model because its free
energy functional damps the dynamics of the system except near the first density wave
vector [16, 17]. The free energy functional of the one-mode PFC model is:
g
1

F        (q02  2 )2     4  dr ,
4
2


(1)

where  is a function of spatial positions related to the density field, q0 is the magnitude
of the principal reciprocal lattice vectors (RLVs) and  ,  and g are model parameters.
It is convenient to use the dimensionless form of the free energy by these
4
4
relationships:    /  q0 ,    g /  q0 , x  q0 r and F * 

g
F , which result in
 q05
2
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the non-dimensional free energy functional of the one-mode PFC model in the form of Eq.
(2):

1
4
F *        (1   2 )2    dx ,
4 
2

(2)

where  is a small parameter, and  is the dimensionless density field which is the
summation of the average density of the solid state,  s , and a periodic function
representing density fluctuations around  s . The dimensionless density field for different
crystal structures will be explained in Section 2 and Appendix B.

Figure A1. Phase diagram of the one-mode PFC model in (a) 3D [12] and (b) 2D [17];
Constant region is liquid phase.

Figure A1 shows the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) phase
diagrams of the one-mode PFC model using the conventional free energy functional in Eq.
(1) [12, 17]. The phase diagrams of PFC models show that which crystal structures are
stable at different values of the model parameter,  . This type of PFC can present
hexagonal close packed (hcp) or triangle, body-centered cubic (bcc), and strip structures
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but it cannot present face-centered cubic (fcc) and square crystal structures. Jaatinen et al.
[18] added a cubic term ( b 3 / 3 , where b is another model parameter) to Eq. (1) and
2
4
showed that with a particular choice of the modified  (  (b / 3g   )  q0 ) in Eq. (2),

hcp, bcc and fcc lattice structures can be stable in the one-mode PFC, but no coexistence
between fcc and bcc can be achieved, also square crystal structure is not stable in Jaatinen
et al. [18] model.
Even though one-mode PFC models predict some properties such as solid-liquid
interface free energy and grain boundary free energy with a good agreement with
experimental data, they have difficulties in accurately predicting some other properties
such as expansion in melting [19]. To improve the accuracy of the results of quantitative
PFC, the effect of second or higher density wave vectors in the free energy functional needs
to be considered. In two-mode PFC, as proposed by Wu et al. [20], a second density wave
vector was considered. The free energy functional of the two-mode PFC in dimensional
and dimensionless forms are respectively:
g 
1
F        (q02  2 )2 (q12  2 )2  r1      4  dr ,
4 
2

(3)


4
F *       (1   2 )2 (Q12   2 )2  R1     d x ,
4 
2

(4)

4
where R1  r1 / q0 and Q1  q1 / q0 . In Eq. (3), q0 corresponds to the principal RLVs of the

crystal structure and q1 to some other set of RLVs with larger wave vector magnitude. r1
is the model parameter which can be positive or negative to provide flexibility to get
stability of different crystal structures. For example for fcc, the principal RLVs is related
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to [111] and the second one is [200] , so Q1  4 / 3 . Wu et al. [20] two-mode PFC model
has two degree of freedoms (DOFs) or independent model parameters,  and R1 .
For R1  0 , Eq. (4) reduces to the free energy functional of Lifshitz and Petrich
[21] and 3D phase diagram of the model only exhibits fcc-liquid coexistence. The
calculated 3D phase diagram for this model is presented in Figure A2.

Figure A2. Calculated phase diagram for two-mode PFC with R1  0 and

Q1  Q1 fcc  4 / 3 in Eq. (4).

By increasing R1 in Eq. (4), the amplitude of the second mode decreases and the
two-mode PFC model reduces to the one-mode PFC model. Wu et al. [20] showed that a
small finite value of R1 is required for the phase diagram (for the case of Q1  4 / 3 ) to
have both bcc-liquid and fcc-liquid coexistence, and also to make this model capable of
studying phase transformation from bcc to fcc (and vice versa). The computed phase
diagram including bcc and fcc with R1  0.05 for this model is presented in Figure A3 (a)
[20], however, this phase diagram was computed based on some assumptions, which will
be discussed in Section 2. Wu et al. [20] mentioned that a square crystal structure can be
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stable in the 2D version of their model, but they did not calculate the 2D phase diagram of
their model to show for which range of model parameters this crystalline can be stable. In
the following section, we will explain why it is necessary to revisit this phase diagram, and
then we will study the effects of different model parameters on 2D and 3D phase diagrams
of two-mode PFC.

Figure A3. Calculated phase diagram for two-mode PFC (a) from Ref. [20] and (b) for
the modified two-mode PFC model with R1  0.05 and R0  0 [22].

Mkhonta et al. [23] introduced a multimode PFC model, and they showed a system
including three length scales can order into five Bravias lattices and other structures such
as honeycomb, and kagome. The dimensionless free energy functional and the dynamic
equation on diffusive time scales are respectively:
N 1
2
 


4
F   dr   r     Qi2  2   bi     3 
 ,

 
3
4 
i 0
2 

(5)

N 1
2



 / t   2  r     Qi2   2   bi     2  3  ,

 
i 0



(6)

Where r ,  , bi and  are phenomenological constants and Qi are the magnitude of wave
vectors. Mkhonta et al. [23] examined 2D nonequilibrium phase transitions with N  3
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(three-mode PFC) by solving the PFC evolution equation numerically. In the case of N  2
, this PFC model considers the first two wavelength vectors similar to the two-mode PFC
model of Wu et al. [20], but it has five DOFs ( r ,  , b0 , b1 and  ). The three additional
DOFs increase the computational expenses exponentially. In a recent work, the modified
two-mode PFC model (M2PFC) was introduced by E. Asadi and M. Asle Zaeem [22],
which has the same DOFs as Wu et al. two-mode PFC model [20], but it has a dependent
parameter that enable exact minimization of the free energy in different phases. This model
and the method to determine its phase diagrams will be explained in the next section.

2. PHASE DIAGRAM CALCULATIONS
In density functional theory (DFT), the density of the crystalline state can be
expressed in terms of the reciprocal lattice vectors (RLVs), k , and their amplitudes, Ak ,

   s   Ak eik .r  c.c. .

(7)

k

In Eq. (7),  s is the average density in the solid state, r is the position vector, Ak is the
Fourier amplitudes of the related RLVs, i  1 , and c.c. means complex conjugate. The
dimensionless density profiles in the solid state for square, triangular, stripe, fcc and bcc
lattice structures in PFC model by considering the 1st and 2nd wavelength amplitudes are:

 sq   s  2 As (cos qx  cos qy)  4Bs (cos qx cos qy) ,
 tri   s  As (cos qx cos

qy 1
2qy
1
 cos
)  Bs (cos qx cos 3qy - cos 2qx) ,
2
3 2
3

(8)
(9)

 str   s  As cos qx  Bs cos 2qx ,

(10)

 fcc   s  8 As cos qx cos qy cos qz  2Bs (cos 2qx  cos 2qy  cos 2qz) ,

(11)
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 bcc   s  4 As (cos qx cos qy  cos qx cos qz  cos qy cos qz )
 2 Bs (cos 2qx  cos 2qy  cos 2qz ),

(12)

where As and Bs are density amplitudes for the first and second RLVs, and q depends on
the crystal structure (Appendix B). For square and stripe lattice structures, q  1 , for the
triangular, q  3 / 2 , for bcc, q  1/ 2 and for fcc, q  1/ 3 . It is worth mentioning that

As and Bs are different for different crystal structures in Eqs. (8)-(12), and they will be
calculated by the minimizing free energy density with respect to As and Bs . The above
form of dimensionless density fields is known as the two-mode expansion of density; if
only the first wavelength amplitude was considered, in other words Bs  0 , then it becomes
the one-mode expansion of density. The procedure for deriving Eqs. (8)-(12) is explained
in Appendix B.
In the phase diagram calculated by Wu et al. [20], two-mode expansion of the
density field was only considered for fcc crystal structure, and one-mode expansion of the
density field was considered for the other crystal structures. With these assumptions they
showed that their model could predict the coexistence of bcc and fcc structures. The free
energy density for every crystal structure can be calculated by substituting the appropriate
density profile from Eqs. (8)-(12) in Eq. (5), integrating over the crystal unit cell, and then
dividing the resultant by the unit area (in 2D) or unit volume (in 3D). For example the
calculated free energy density for fcc crystal structure is:
f fcc

2
 s4
16
1

 s
2
2
2
2
    (  R1 ) 
 4(  3 s ) As  3(3 s  R1   ) Bs 
9
9
4

 2
45
 72 As2 Bs s  144 As2 Bs2  54 As4  Bs4 .
2

(13)
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The dimensionless free energy densities for other crystal structures can be
calculated from equations in Appendix C. For fcc crystal structure, the free energy density
in Eq. (13) needs to be minimized with respect to the crystal structure. Minimization of the
free energy density with respect to density wavelength amplitudes ( As and Bs ) gives the
relationship of these unknowns in terms of average density of the solid state ( s ) and the
model parameters R1 and  . If two-mode expansion of dimensionless density was
considered, the total free energy density would not be minimized with respect to q , unless

R1  0 [22]. For example for fcc crystal structure with free energy density of Eq. (13),
df fcc / dq |q 1/ 3  16 Bs2 R1 / 3 . This error increases by increasing R1 or Bs . Thus for every
crystal structure with two-mode expansion of density, its relevant q will not minimize the
free energy density accurately. E. Asadi and M. Asle Zaeem [22] proposed a modified twomode PFC model (M2PFC) which incorporates two independent parameters,  and R1 ,
and one dependent parameter, R0 , to prevent this error in minimization of the free energy
density in solid crystalline. The dimensional and dimensionless free energy functional of
M2PFC are:





g 
1
F        (q02   2 )2  r0  (q12   2 )2  r1     4  d r ,
4 
2

(14)


4
F *      (1   2 )2  R0  (Q12   2 )2  R1     d x ,
4 
2

(15)





where R0  r0 / q04 , which can be calculated by minimizing the free energy density of the
solid state for every crystal structure with respect to q by considering its relevant q . R0
is not an independent parameter and can be calculated according to the crystal structure
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and other model parameters such that the free energy is minimized accurately. For example,
for fcc crystal structure R0  2R1 ( Bs2 / As2 ) . M2PFC model will be reduced to the Wu et al.
[20] two-mode PFC model when R0  0 . Although Wu et al. model [20] added a new
parameter ( R1 , which is an extra degree of freedom) to Swift-Hohenberg two-mode PFC
model [1] to produce fcc crystals and achieve coexistence of fcc and bcc crystallines, this
model did not exactly minimize the free energy in fcc crystals when R1 was not zero. The
M2PFC model does not add an extra degree of freedom to Wu et al. model [20], the new
parameter ( R0 ) is a function of other parameters ( R1 , etc.), and M2PFC produces stable
phases by exactly minimizing the free energy in each phase. The Mkhonta’s model [23]
with N  2 (i.e. two-mode) seems to have similar equations to M2PFC model, but in this
model b0 and b1 (which are similar to R0 and R1 in M2PFC model) are independent
parameters; although Mkhonta’s model [23] has the same wave numbers as M2PFC model,
it has three more degree of freedoms. The M2PFC with the same degree of freedom as the
Wu et al. [20] model, produces stable phases, all its parameters are connected to physical
quantities [19], and it was showed that this model is more accurate quantitatively than
previous results [19]. Therefore M2PFC not only gives stable fcc and co-existence between
bcc and fcc, but also it gives better quantitative results. Figure 3(b) shows the calculated
phase diagram of M2PFC with the assumptions in Ref. [20] and for R1  0.05 and R0  0 ;
this phase diagram is the same as Figure A3 (a).
To calculate the phase diagrams, a positive, negative or zero value for R1 is
considered, and  is changed from 0 to 0.5. Then, for any average densities in solid ( s )
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and liquid ( l ) states, the dimensionless free energy density for each crystal structure and
liquid are calculated using Eqs. (1)-(6) in Appendix C. In 3D phase diagrams, we chose

R1  0.05 as a positive value of R1 , because then our results can be compared to the results
of Ref. [20]. For a negative value of R1 , we chose R1  0.015 , because for larger negative
values of R1 the numerical calculations of free energy minimization do not converge for
small values of  . To calculate the 2D phase diagrams, R1  0.05 and R1  0.15 are
chosen. The density amplitudes ( As and Bs ) can be determined by minimizing the free
energy density. The coexistence of solid-liquid was numerically calculated by using the
standard common tangent construction [3] by equating the chemical potentials

f s' ( s )  fl ' ( l )  E and grand potentials f s ( s )  E s  fl ( l )  E l for any phases.
Similar procedure was followed to calculate the coexistence regions between two solid
phases.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. PHASE DIAGRAM IN 3D
I. Phase diagram of M2PFC model considering two-mode expansion of density field
for fcc and one-mode expansion of density for bcc, triangle and stripe
In Eq. (15), the total free energy of the solid states is affected by parameter Q1 .
This parameter is different for different crystal structures, thus it can significantly change
the total free energy. In this section to be able to include different crystal structures in one
phase diagram, Q1 for one crystal structure is used to determine the parameters for all the
other crystal structures (first assumption of Wu et al. [20]). However, to determine the
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coexistence of the solid-liquid for any crystal structure, it is necessary to consider Q1 for
that crystal structure and use R0 according to Eqs. (17)-(20). To calculate the phase
diagram of M2PFC, Q1 of fcc crystal is considered as the reference, and the values of R0
were calculated for the other crystal structures. Even by considering another Q1 for a
crystal structure rather than its own Q1 , M2PFC has the ability to choose R1 in a way that
the exact minimum free energy for that crystalline is achieved.
As it was mentioned previously, in M2PFC model, it is necessary to calculate the
value of R0 for each crystal structure to minimize the free energy density exactly. This
parameter is equal to zero if we consider one-mode expansion of the density. So if we want
to recalculate the phase diagram of Figure. A3 considering M2PFC model, and since twomode expansion density was used only for fcc crystal in Figure. A3 (second assumption of
Wu et al. [20]), we need to only calculate R0 for fcc crystal structure. Figures A4(a-c) show
the calculated phase diagrams of M2PFC for R1  0.05 , R1  0.1 and R1  0.015 using
two-mode expansions of the crystal density field for fcc and one-mode for bcc, triangle and
stripe. As it can be seen, this exact minimization shows that, for example for even a small
value of R1  0.05 , the region for stable bcc is smaller than that of the Wu et al. two-mode
PFC model [20], Figure. A3(a). In quantitative PFC simulations, the results can be
significantly affected by this small changes in the phase diagram, especially noticing that
the most of the quantitative PFC simulations have been done so far for small  [12-14,
19]. As R1 increases, the region for bcc will increase and have more coexistence region
with the fcc crystal structure. For the negative value of R1 , the effect of second wavelength
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vector increases, and bcc crystal structure is not stable. Figure A4 shows phase diagrams
of M2PFC by considering Q1 for bcc crystal structure.

Figure A3. Phase diagrams of the M2PFC model computed using two-mode expansions
of the crystal density field for fcc and one-mode for bcc, triangle and stripe;
Q1  Q1, fcc  4 / 3 ; (a) R1  0.05 ,(b) R1  0.1 , and (c) R1  0.015 .

Figure A4. Phase diagrams of the M2PFC model computed using two-mode expansions
of the crystal density field for fcc and one-mode for bcc, triangle and stripe;
Q1  Q1,b cc  2 ; (a) R1  0.05 , and (b) R1  0.015 .
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In this case fcc crystal structure is not stable for any values of R1 . This figure also
shows that positive and negative values of R1 resulted in very similar phase diagrams.
II. Phase diagram of M2PFC model considering two-mode expansion of density fields
Calculations of phase diagrams will be more accurate if the two-mode expansion
of the density fields were considered for all the crystal structures, Eqs. (8)-(12). In this
section, all the phase diagrams are calculated by two-mode expansion of density field. First,
for all the crystal structures with their own Q1 , the phase diagrams are calculated with
M2PFC model, then we recalculate the phase diagrams by considering Q1 for a crystal
structure as reference (first Q1 for fcc and then for bcc). In M2PFC model R0 will be
modified for each crystal structure to exactly minimize the free energy density; therefore
only accurately calculated stable phases will be presented in the phase diagrams of M2PFC
model.
The value of Q1 is

2,

3 and 2 for bcc, triangle, and stripe crystal structures,

respectively. R0 is calculated by minimizing the free energy density of the solid state for
every crystal structure with respect to q by considering its relevant q and Q1 :

R0, fcc  2R1 ( Bs2 / As2 ) ,

(17)

R0,bcc  2R1 ( Bs2 / As2 ) ,

(18)

R0,tri  3R1 ( Bs2 / As2 ) ,

(19)

R0,str  4R1 ( Bs2 / As2 ) .

(20)

The phase diagrams of M2PFC model for R1  0.05 and R1  0.015 are shown in
Figure. A5 In this diagrams, Q1 for each crystal structure is used. These phase diagrams
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show that none of the model parameters can stabilize bcc crystal structure. In these cases,
the free energy density of fcc phase was always less than that of the bcc phase, primarily
because Q1 for fcc is less than Q1 for bcc.

Figure A5. Phase diagrams of the M2PFC model computed using two-mode expansion of
density fields for all the crystal structures with their own Q1 ; (a) R1  0.05 , and (b)
R1  0.015 .

The above phase diagrams are recalculated first by considering Q1  Q1, fcc  4 / 3 ,
and then Q1  Q1,bcc  2 for all the crystal structures. R0 in Eq. (16)-(19) needs to be
modified. For the case where Q1  Q1, fcc , R0 for fcc remains the same (Eq. (16)), and R0
for bcc, triangle and stripe is:

R0,bcc  Bs2 (9R1  10) / (3 As2  6 Bs2 ) ,

(21)

R0,tri  2Bs2 (9R1  55) / ( As2  15Bs2 ) ,

(22)

R0,str  4Bs2 (9R1  136) / ( As2  32Bs2 ) .

(23)

For the case where Q1  Q1,bcc , R0 for bcc remains the same (Eq. (9b)), and R0 for
fcc, triangle and stipe is:

R0, fcc  Bs2 (9R1  2) / (27 As2  18Bs2 ) ,

(24)
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R0,tri  6Bs2 ( R1  3) / ( As2  3Bs2 ) ,

(25)

R0,str  12Bs2 ( R1  10) / ( As2  8Bs2 ) .

(26)

The phase diagrams for R1  0.05 and R1  0.015 are presented in Figures. A6 and
A7. In Figure A6 (a) where Q1  Q1, fcc , for R1  0.05 and   0.33 fcc and bcc phases are not
stable, and only the triangle phase has coexistence with the liquid. By increasing the value
of



, the fcc phase can be stable and it has coexistence regions with liquid and triangle

phases. In Figure A6 (b) with R1  0.015 , both triangle and fcc phases are stable for all the
values of

 , but only the fcc phase has coexistence with the liquid.

In Figure A7 where Q1  Q1,bcc  2 , for both positive and negative values of R1 ,
fcc phase is not stable. For   0.16 , Figure A7 (a) shows that only the triangle phase has
a coexistence region with the liquid, and then increasing



reveals stability of the bcc

phase which is in coexistence with both triangle and liquid phases. Figure A7 (b) is similar
to Figure A7 (b) except instead of fcc, bcc crystal structure is stable and only fcc crystal
structure has coexistence with the liquid.

Figure A6. Phase diagrams of the M2PFC model computed using two-mode expansions
of density for all crystal structures and Q1  Q1, fcc  4 / 3 ; (a) R1  0.05 , and (b)

R1  0.015 .
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Figure A7. Phase diagrams of the M2PFC model computed using two-mode expansions
of density for all crystal structures and Q1  Q1,bcc  2 ; (a) R1  0.05 , and (b) R1  0.015 .

3.2. PHASE DIAGRAM IN 2D
To calculate 2D phase diagrams, Q1 for square is considered as the basis and the
other parameters in all crystal structures are calculated. By considering q  1 and Q1  2
for the square structure, R0,sq  2R1 ( Bs2 / As2 ) .
For triangle and stripe lattice structures, R0 is calculated as:

R0,tri  6Bs2 ( R1  3) / ( As2  3Bs2 ) ,

(27)

R0,str  12Bs2 ( R1  10) / ( As2  8Bs2 ) ,

(28)

As and Bs are determined by minimizing the free energy density.
For the square structure, minimizing the free energy density with respect to As and

Bs leads to two coupled equations:

12 s2 As  48 s As Bs  36 As3  72 As Bs2  4 As R0 R1  4 As R0  4 As  0 ,

(29)

12 s2 Bs  24 s As2  36Bs3  72 As2 Bs  4Bs R0 R1  4Bs R1  4Bs  0 .

(30)
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The above equations and the equation for R0 of the square structure are solved
simultaneously to determine As , Bs and R0 for different values of R1 ,



and  s . This

procedure was followed for the other crystal structures. The equations for triangular and
stripe crystal structures are not presented here for brevity.
In Figure A8, 2D phase diagrams of M2PFC for negative, zero and positive values
of R1 are plotted. Figure A8 (a) shows the constructed 2D phase diagram for R1=-0.15.
In this diagram only the square phase is stable. Increasing R1 to 0.05 , decreases the square
phase region but still there is no stable triangle phase ( Figure A8 (b) ). Calculated phase
diagram for R1  0 in Figure A8 (c) shows square, triangle and stripe lattice phases can be
stable but no range of



allows coexistence of the triangle phase with the liquid.

Calculated phase diagram in Figure A8 (d) indicates by increasing R1 to a positive value
of 0.05 , in addition to have both square and triangle stable phases which have a coexistence
region with each other, they both have coexistence with the liquid.
As mentioned before increasing R1 makes the two-mode PFC behaves as one-mode
PFC, and it is expected to not have a stable square phase for large values of R1 . Figure A8
(e) shows for R1  0.15 only the triangle phase is stable and coexist with the liquid in

  0.7 .
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Figure A8. 2D phase diagrams of the M2PFC model for (a) R1  0.15 , (b) R1  0.05 , (c)

R1  0 , (d) R1  0.05 , and (e) R1  0.15 .

4. CONCLUSION
In this study phase diagrams of the modified two-mode PFC (M2PFC) model in 2D
and 3D were calculated. M2PFC model by incorporating a dependent parameter R0 , has
the ability to exactly minimize the free energy functional in each crystal structure. By
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presenting the phase diagrams of M2PFC model, we showed that the model is capable of
simulating square, triangle, stripe, bcc and fcc lattice structures as well as their coexistence
with each other and liquid phase. R0 is essential in M2PFC model when two-mode
expansion of density is considered. Also calculation of the phase diagram is sensitive to Q1
. But parameter R0 gives a flexibility to the model to minimize the free energy in each
crystal structure for any Q1 . It was shown that changing R1 and



parameters allows

adjustments of the relative liquid and solid free energies and densities, therefore the
M2PFC model can be used to study problems related to the solid-liquid coexistence, solid
state near melting point and solid state transformation.
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF THE DIMENSIONLESS DENSITY FIELD
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Assuming that the system is in crystalline state and the average value of the density
is  s ,then the functional form of a periodic density can be written in terms of reciprocal
lattice vectors (RLVs), k , and their amplitudes Ak by Eq. (5). In n-dimensional space,
k  1 ni qi where qi are the principal RLVs related to a specific crystalline symmetry
n

and

ni are integer numbers. It is appropriate to assume that the amplitudes are constant in

a periodic state. A one-mode approximation will refer to an approximation in which the
summation for k only includes

ni that correspond to the first nearest atoms to reconstruct

a given crystal symmetry and two-mode approximation includes up to the second nearest
atoms. In other words,
considering



n

1

ni are chosen to include up to the

nth order of the RLVs by

ni  n .

In bcc crystal structure, the direct principal lattice vectors are in this form
a1 

1
1
1
a( x  y  z ), a 2  a( x  y  z ), a 3  a( x  y  z ) ,
2
2
2

(1)

Where a is lattice parameter and x , y and z are the unit vectors. The relevant
RLVs can be calculated by considering this relationship ai q j  2 ij in which

 ij is the

Dirac delta function.
q1 

2
2
2
( x  y), q 2 
( y  z ), q3 
( x  z) ,
a
a
a

The value of

ni are ones for which the magnitude of

(2)
k is equal to 2

2 / a for

one-mode approximation and 4 / a for two-mode approximation. 4 / a is equal to

2

times of the magnitude of k in one-mode. This is because bcc turns to fcc in RL space and
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the magnitude ratio of second RLVs to principal RLVs is
correspond to a one-mode approximation are

2 . So the value

ni that

(n1, n2 , n3 )  (1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1) ,

, (1, 1, 0), (0,1, 1), (1, 0,1) . By calculating k and substituting in Eq. (5), assuming all the

amplitudes are equivalent (i.e. A  As ) and q  2 / a gives:
k

 bcc   s  2 As cos(qx  qy)  cos(qy  qz )  cos(qx  qz)  cos(qx  qz) 
cos(qy  qx)  cos(qz  qy).
For two-mode,

(3)

(n1, n2 , n3 )  (1,1, 1),(1, 1,1),(1,1, 1) . With assumption of all

second amplitudes are equivalent (i.e. A  Bs ), then two-mode expansion density in this
k

case can be calculated and the dimensionless density field will be in form of Eq. (6e).
In fcc crystalline the direct principal lattice vectors,

ai and RLVs have these

forms,
a1 

1
1
1
a( x  y ), a 2  a( y  z ), a 3  a( x  z ) ,
2
2
2

(4)

q1 

2
2
2
( x  y  z), q 2 
( x  y  z ), q3 
( x  y  z) .
a
a
a

(5)

The value of

ni are defined in order to have the magnitude of k equals to

2 3 / a

for one-mode approximation and 4 / a for two-mode approximation. The RLVs of fcc
crystal structure has the form of bcc crystalline and the magnitude of k for second
wavelength to principal is 2 /

3 . So for one-mode approximation, (n1 , n2 , n3 )  (1, 0, 0)

, (0,1, 0), (0, 0,1), (1, 1, 1) and for two-mode, (n1 , n2 , n3 )  (1,1,0), (0,1,1), (1, 0,1) .
By considering previous assumption as bcc, the dimensionless density filed can be
calculated in form of Eq. (A6) and simpler form of Eq. (6d).
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 fcc   s  2 As cos(qx  qy  qz )  cos(q x  qy  qz)  cos(qx  qy  qz) 
cos(qx  qy  qz )  2 Bs (cos 2qx  cos 2qy  cos 2qz ).

(6)

For square lattice structure, a1  ax, a 2  a y and q1  2 x / a, q 2  2 y / a . In onemode and two-mode approximations

(n1 , n2 )  (1,0),(0,1) and (n1 , n2 )  (1,1),(1, 1)

respectively, and the dimensionless density will have this form before simplification,

 sq   s  2 As (cos qx  cos qy)  4Bs cos(qx  qy)  cos(qx qy) .

(7)

In stripe, a1  ax, q1  2 x / a . For one-mode and two-mode expansions
and

n1  1, 1

n1  2, 2 which results the dimensionless density filed in form of Eq. (6).
For triangle lattice structure the direct principal lattice vectors,

ai and RLVs have

these forms,

a1 

2a
a
x, a 2 
x  ay,
3
3

(8)

q1 

2 3
1
2
( x  y ), q 2  ( y ) .
a 2
2
a

(9)



qy
2qy
qy 
)  cos
 cos(qx 
)
3
3
3 

1


 Bs cos(qx  3qy )  cos(qx  3qy ) - cos 2qx  .
2



 tri   s  As cos(qx 

(10)

The magnitude of k is 2 / a for one-mode approximation and 2 3 / a for twomode approximation. Then (n1 , n2 )  (1,0),(0,1),(1, 1) and (n1, n2 )  (1, 2),(2, 1) , (1,1)
are for one and two mode expansion approximations.
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If q  2 3 / 2a , these set of vectors leads to the following approximation for
density and the simpler form of Eq. (6b). In our dimensionless units the magnitude of the
principal RLVs are unity, so for square and stripe lattice structures, q  1 , for the
triangular, q  3 / 2 ,for bcc, q  1/ 2 and for fcc, q  1/ 3 .
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APPENDIX C
THE FREE ENERGY DENSITY IN SOLID STATE
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By substituting  from Eqs. (8)-(12) in F * in Eq. (15), integrating over the crystal
structure, and calculate the free energy per unit area in 2D or per unit volume in 3D, the
free energy in crystalline state can be calculated. The expression of

f s in square, triangle,

stripe, bcc and fcc lattice structures are defined as shown below. For the liquid free energy,

Fl , it is simpler. By considering a constant  l in Eq. (15), the dimensionless liquid free
energy can be calculated.

 s4

2


   (1  R0 )(Q14  R1 )  s  6 (1  Q14  2Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  As2
4
2
4
2
(1)
 3 (4  Q1  4Q1 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  4Q12  Q14  R1  4  Bs2

Fbcc

 72 As2 Bs s  144 As2 Bs2  144 As3 Bs  48 As3 s  135 As4 

Ffcc 

Fstr 

Ftri 

45 4
Bs ,
2

 s4
2
   (1  R0 )(Q14  R1 )  s  4 (1  Q14  2Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  As2
4
2
8
8
1
1
16 
 16
 3 (  Q14  Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  Q12  Q14  R1   Bs2 (2)
3
81
9
9
81 
 9
45
 72 As2 Bs s  144 As2 Bs2  54 As4  Bs4 ,
2

 s4
2
A2
   (1  R0 )(Q14  R1 )  s  (1  Q14  2Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  s
4
2
4
2
B
 (16  Q14  8Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  144  72Q12  9Q14  s
4
3
3
3
3
 As2 Bs s  As2 Bs2  As4  Bs4 ,
4
8
32
32

(3)

 s4
2
3
   (1  R0 )(Q14  R1 )  s  (1  Q14  2Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  As2
4
2
16
3
 (9  Q14  6Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  24Q12  4Q14  4 R1  36  Bs2
(4)
16
3
3
9
45 2 2 45 4 45 4
 As3 s  Bs3 s  As3 Bs 
As Bs 
As 
Bs ,
16
16
64
128
512
512
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Fsq 

 s4
2
   (1  R0 )(Q14  R1 )  s  (1  Q14  2Q12 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  2 As2
4
2
4
2
 (4  Q1  4Q1 ) R0  R0 R1    3 s2  4Q12  Q14  R1  4  2 Bs2
(5)
 24 As2 Bs s  36 As2 Bs2  9 As4  9 Bs4 ,

Fl     (1  R0 )(Q14  R1 ) 

 l2
2



 l4 .
4

(6)
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